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Chapter 10

Monstrous agreement: what
it is, what it isn’t

10.1 The puzzle

The focus of this series of chapters is a special sort of long-distance bind-
ing structure that exhibits what I call “monstrous agreement”. Consider
the minimal pair below:

(304) Mayai

Maya[nom]
[CP taan{i,∗j}

anaph[nom]
pooúúi-læ
contest-loc

Ãejkkapoo-r-aaí-ŭnnŭ]
win-prs-3fsg-comp

namb-in-aaí.
believe-pst-3fsg

“Mayai believed [CP that she{i,∗j} would win the contest.]”
(305) Mayai

Maya[nom]
[CP taan{i,∗j}

anaph[nom]
pooúúi-læ
contest-loc

Ãejkkapoo-r-een-nnŭ]
win-prs-1sg-comp

so-nn-aaí.
say-pst-3fsg

“Mayai said [CP that she{i,∗j} would win the contest.]”

The sentence in (304) is just a standard instance of long-distance binding:
the subject anaphor ta(a)n is long-distance bound by the matrix subject
Maya, which is also the agent of the intensional predicate that directly
selects the ta(a)n-clause. In accordance with the antecedence condi-
tion developed in Part I, Maya holds a mental perspective toward the
ta(a)n-proposition. In the minimally varying sentence in (305), ta(a)n
is still long-distance bound by the matrix subject, but the matrix pred-
icate is now the speech-predicate soll (say), rather than the thought-
predicate nambŭ (believe). In addition, the two sentences differ with
respect to the agreement marking on the clausemate verb under ta(a)n:
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210CHAPTER 10. MONSTROUS AGREEMENT: WHAT IT IS(N’T)

in (304), this marking straightforwardly reflects the φ-features of ta(a)n’s
antecedent Maya, but in (305), the agreement is 1sg and doesn’t obvi-
ously agree with anything in the sentence.

In the course of these chapters, I will show that the 1st-person mark-
ing on the embedded verb in (305) instantiates indexical shift (Schlenker
2003b, Anand 2006, von Stechow 2002) in the embedded clause – and
label it “monstrous agreement”. I.e., I will argue that this agreement is
triggered by a 1st-person pronoun in the embedded clause whose person-
feature is evaluated against the linguistic context introduced by the ma-
trix speech predicate soll, rather than against the utterance context, as is
standard. I will also show that monstrous agreement only obtains under
the scope of speech predicates.1

This combination of properties has the following important conse-
quences. First, the minimal pair in (304)-(305) shows conclusively that
ta(a)n is not itself an obligatorily shifted indexical: after all, the mon-
strous agreement only obtains in one of these sentences (namely (305))
whereas ta(a)n is present in both. In doing so, it debunks a popular
hypothesis in the literature (following Schlenker 2003b) – motivated by
the observation that logophors have an obligatory 1st-personal de se se-
mantics – that logophors/anaphors are nothing but obligatorily shifted
indexicals. Second, it refines our understanding of the relationship be-
tween anaphora and agreement from Part I of this dissertation. There,
we argued that the agreement under ta(a)n, in standard long-distance
structures involving this anaphor in subject position, could not have
been triggered by ta(a)n itself but must have been inherited from an-
other element in the local domain. Minimal pairs like (304)-(305) above
reinforce this conclusion. After all, assuming that the same underlying
element ta(a)n occurs in both sentences, we would hardly expect a dif-
ference in agreement if it is indeed ta(a)n which is triggering it. Third,
it shows that, in addition to perspectival information in PerspP, there is
a further kind of information which is syntactically represented. PerspP,
which we have argued is responsible for the binding of ta(a)n, must be
present in (304) and (305), since this anaphor is legitimately bound in
both cases. Hence, it must be something else – which, I will argue, is
information pertaining to the intensional speech context – which is re-
sponsible for the indexical shift observed in (305). Furthermore, since
this affects morphological agreement, it must be represented as early as
the Narrow Syntax.

1At the same time, for the dialect that will be primarily discussed here (which is
also my dialect), agreement is not obligatorily monstrous under speech verbs, a fact
that we will formally model down the line.
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10.2 Eliminating the usual suspects

One might suspect that the 1st-person agreement marking on the em-
bedded verb in (305) does not represent indexical shift after all, but
something much more pedestrian. In this section, I will consider three
such alternatives and rule them out on independent empirical grounds.

10.2.1 1st-person agreement: not default agreement
or frozen

One plausible response to the agreement facts in (305) might be to claim
that the 1sg agreement on the embedded verb actually exemplifies de-
fault agreement. Default agreement in Tamil typically obtains in con-
structions involving experiencer subjects with dative case (as in 306):

(306) Raman-ŭkkŭ
Raman-dat

koovam
anger[nom]

va-nd-adŭ.
come-pst-3nsg

“Raman became angry.” (Lit. “Anger came to Raman”)

However, default agreement in Tamil is always marked 3nsg – thus can-
not be responsible for the 1sg agreement on the embedded verb in (305).

The agreement marking on the embedded verb cannot be treated
as a lexicalized or frozen form. This is because it co-varies with the
number feature on the antecedent of ta(a)n. For instance, when the
matrix subject is plural, as in (307), the embedded agreement has to be
marked plural as well:

(307) Pasaŋ-gaíi
boy-pl.nom

[CP

[
taaŋ-gaí{i,∗j}

anaph-pl.nomi

Ãej-pp-oom/*aangaí-ŭnnŭ]
win-fut-1pl/*3mpl-comp]

so-nn-aaŋ-gaí.
say-pst-3m-pl

“The boys said [CP that they{i,∗j} would win]”

To sum up, the 1st-person agreement under ta(a)n in cannot be
treated as a type of morphophonological default, or as a frozen or id-
iomatized form.

10.2.2 1st-person agreeement: not quoted

Quotations may emulate shifted-indexicality effects because they “form
a closed domain with respect to syntactic and semantic operators” (p.
81 Anand 2006). Given this, we must consider whether the embedded
CP in (305) is just a direct quote.
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We can rule out a partial quotative analysis for (305) which pro-
poses that the agreement morpheme alone is quoted. A partially quoted
string – a nonsense string like “Pfffft!” for instance – should be possible
under any type of predicate. Thus, if the embedded CP in (305) did
involve a partial quotative, we wouldn’t expect the kind of systematic
syntactico-semantic predictability with respect to when it obtains, that
we get. The other option is that the entire ta(a)n-clause is quoted, in
such sentences. One way to test whether a clause is quoted might be to
see whether it is headed by a complementizer. Such a diagnostic works
quite well in English, a language in which quoted elements may never be
embedded under a complementizer. But Tamil embeds quotatives and
non-quotatives alike under the same complementizer – so this wouldn’t
work as a test.

There is already one very good argument against a quotative analy-
sis, however. This is the fact that the subject is the anaphor ta(a)n –
which, precisely by virtue of being anaphoric – would not be expected to
be the matrix subject of a quotational string. The grammatical opacity
of quotatives also yields some useful diagnostics for testing their exis-
tence. For instance, an NPI inside a quotative may not be licensed by
an operator outside the quote; similarly, movement is not possible across
a quotational boundary. Consider the sentences below, both of which
involve special 1st-person agreement under ta(a)n:

(308) Ramani

Raman[nom]
[CP

[
taan{i,∗j}

anaph[nom]
orŭ
one

tappu-m
mistake=npi

se-nÃ-een-
make-pst-1sg-

nnŭ]
comp]

ottukka-læ.
admit-neg

“Ramani didn’t admit [CP that he{i,∗j} made any mistake.]”
(309) Ramani

Raman[nom]
jaaræx

whom
[CP

[
taan{i,∗j}

anaph[nom]
tx

t
aãi-tt-een-nnŭ]
hit-pst-1sg-that]

so-nn-aan?
say-pst-3msg

“Who(m)x did Ramani say [CP that he{i,∗j} hit tx]?”

In (308), an NPI within the CP is associated with a Neg operator outside
the CP; in (309), the wh-element moves from within the CP to a landing-
site in the matrix clause. If the resulting sentences are grammatical, we
have conclusive evidence that the embedded CP is not a quote. As we
can see, both (308) and (309) are fully grammatical, showing that the
embedded clause is not quoted.

As a control case, we can test what would happen if the embedded
CPs were quoted:
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(310) * Ramani

Raman[nom]
[CP

[
naani

I[nom]
orŭ
one

tappu=m
mistake=even

se-nÃ-een-
make-pst-neg-

nnŭ]
comp]

ottukka-læ.
admit-neg

“*Raman didn’t say [‘I made any mistake.’]”
(311) * Ramani

Raman[nom]
jaar-æx

who-acc
[CP

[
naani

I[nom]
tx

t
aãi-tt-een-nnŭ]
hit-pst-1sg-comp]

so-nn-aan?
say-pst-3msg

“*Who(m)x did Ramani say [CP ‘I hit tx]’?”

The sentences above vary minimally from (308) and (309): the anaphoric
subject ta(a)n in each has been replaced by the deictic 1sg pronoun
naan (“I”). These sentences are fully ungrammatical under the quoted
reading where naan refers to Raman, just as expected. Furthermore,
when grammatical operations across the CP boundary are not performed,
the sentences become licit once again. In (312), the NPI in the embedded
CP is licensed by a Neg operator within that CP; in (313), the wh-object
remains in situ within the embedded clause – both are fully grammatical:

(312) Ramani

Raman[nom]
[CP

[
naan{i,∗j}

I
orŭ
one

tappu=m
mistake=even

sejja-læ-
make-pst-3msg-

nnŭ]
comp]

ottukko-ïã-aan.
admit.pst-3msg

“*Ramani admitted [“I{i,∗j} didn’t make any mistake.”]”
(313) Ramani

Raman[nom]
[CP

[
naan{i,∗j}

I[nom]
jaar-æ
who-acc

aãi-tt-een-nnŭŭ]
hit-pst-1sg-comp]

kee-
ask-

úú-aan.
pst-3msg

“Ramani asked [CP ‘Whomi did I{i,∗j} hit ti?’”]

To sum up, therefore, the 1st-person agreement that obtains under ta(a)n
is not quoted, nor does it occur in a quoted clause.

10.2.3 1st-person agreement: not a historical acci-
dent

One might claim that the 1sg agreement on the embedded verb in struc-
tures like (305) is a quirk of Tamil – an accident, perhaps, due to other
factors internal to the language and its historical development.2 However,

2This would be similar to the kinds of proposals that have been adduced to “ex-
plain” the relative rareness of nominative-marked anaphors crosslinguistically, which
has been claimed to represent a typological “gap”. In addition to Tamil and Donna SO
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this doesn’t seem to be a very viable course of action either. Analogous
structures have been reported in a small sub-class of African languages
as well. Curnow (2002), citing Culy (1994), presents data from Donna
SO, a language of the Dogon sub-family of the Niger-Congo family, which
has a structure that resembles that in Tamil (305) to a startling degree.
I reproduce Curnow’s example in (314) below (formatting mine):

(314) Oumar
Oumar

[CP

[
inyemE
anaph[sbj]

jEmbO
sack.def

paza
drop

bolum]
left.1sg]

miñ
1sg.obj

tagi.
informed

“Oumari told me [CP that he{i,∗j} had left without the sack.]”

Curnow further argues that the embedded complement in such sentences
does not constitute a direct speech report and states that such 1sg agree-
ment, while quite rare, is evidenced in half a dozen other African lan-
guages. Further research must be undertaken to ascertain the full range
of empirical properties evidenced by such structures – but I take the
existence of sentences like (314) as evidence that such agreement is not
unique to Tamil or even to the Dravidian language family as a whole. It
is indeed possible that further research on this topic will uncover other
languages with similar agreement paradigms.

The discussion above has shown conclusively what the 1st-person
agreement under ta(a)n in structures like (305) is not. In the follow-
ing sections, we will see what it actually is – namely, an instantiation of
indexical shift, the phenomenon where a person feature like 1st or 2nd is
evaluated, not against the utterance context, as is standard, but against
a linguistic context that is introduced by a speech predicate.

10.3 A brief history of indexical shift

Consider the following sentence from the Indo-Iranian language Zazaki
(Anand and Nevins 2004):

(315) HEsen-ij
Hesen-obl

(m1k-ra)
I-obl.to

va
said

[CP kE
that

Ezj/k

I
dEwletia].
rich.be.prs

“Hesen said (to me) [CP that {I am, Hesen is} rich.]”

In (315), the indexical pronoun Ez (I) can refer to the speaker of the
utterance context, just like in English; but it can crucially also refer to
the speaker of the speech event introduced by the matrix verb – namely,

discussed immediately below, nominative anaphors are however found in e.g. North
Sami (Nickel 1994) and Japanese (Kuno 1987).
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HEsen. Ez is labelled a “shifted indexical” because of this property. The
property itself is termed “indexical shift”.

The discussion thus far has conclusively shown that the unexpected
1st-person agreement under ta(a)n, in structures like (305), cannot be
dismissed as a type of default agreement, a frozen or idiomatized mor-
pheme, as a quoted string, or as a Dravidian-specific historical accident.
However, it does bear a strong resemblance to the shifted indexical in Za-
zaki (315) above. The agreement in (305), just like the indexical in (315),
is 1st-person, but it refers to the speaker of the matrix speech context
rather than to the speaker of the utterance context. Second, indexical
shift crosslinguistically has been reported to obtain predominantly un-
der the scope of speech predicates (Anand 2006, Schlenker 2003b, von
Stechow 2002, Speas 1999, Shklovsky and Sudo To Appear) – the mini-
mal pair in (304)-(305) suggests that 1st-person agreement under ta(a)n
similarly obtains only under the scope of a speech predicate.

In the sections below, I will present an overview of the literature on
indexical shift and show that the 1st-person agreement in Tamil (305) is
an instantiation of this phenomenon.

10.3.1 What are indexicals anyway?

Consider the following scenario:

(316) Scenario 1:

a. Max: “I really hate pineapples on my pizza.”
!I" = Max.

b. Moritz: “So do I!”
!I" = Moritz.

Max’ proclamation in (316a) and Moritz’ reply in (316b) are uttered
in specific contexts where certain key information about the utterance,
like who is speaking, and when and where (s)he is speaking are encoded.
It is thus clear that Moritz’ response is uttered in a different context from
that of Max: the speaker of (316b) is Moritz, whereas that of (316a) is
Max, so the two contexts are already distinguished in terms of who is
speaking. Also, almost certainly (modulo simultaneity of utterance, a
very unlikely scenario), (316b) is probably uttered a short time after
Max’s, thus the time of the utterance in (316b) is different from that of
(316a) as well. Other parameters like where the utterances were made
(probably different if, for instance, Max and Moritz are talking on the
phone) might differ as well, distinguishing the two contexts even further.
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Now compare a slightly different scenario:

(317) Scenario 2:

a. Jack: “Maxi really hates pineapples on hisi pizza.”
b. Jill: “Yes, hei really does!”

!he" = Max.

Just like in (316), each of the utterances in (317) is associated with a
distinct context. But there’s a difference in the nature of pro-form used
in each. The pronoun I in (316) necessarily changes its reference from one
utterance to the next, as we have seen. In contrast, the deictic pronoun
he in (317) doesn’t have to denote a distinct entity in every new context:
in fact, in this scenario, it uniformly denotes Max in both contexts of
utterance. Pronouns like I, you, here, and now, called “indexicals”, form
a natural class because of their context-sensitivity; they stand in contrast
to other expressions like he, the next day, and there which, not being
obligated to change their reference from one context to the next, aren’t
context-sensitive in the same way.

In his seminal paper Kaplan (1989), the philosopher David Kaplan
proposed that indexicals are also special because they cannot be manip-
ulated by intensional operators. This was motivated by differences such
as the following:

(318) I am here now.
(319) Sandhya is in Berkeley at 7.22pm.

(318) and (319) are both true. However, (319) will be falsified a minute
from now, or if I happen to travel outside of Berkeley at 7.22pm tomorrow
or if, indeed, I am magically transformed into someone else, as in a dream
world. In contrast, (318) cannot be falsified: it is logically true across
all possible worlds, locations, and times. In other words, the truth-
value of (319) can be influenced by intensional operators that manipulate
“circumstances of evaluation”, to borrow Kaplan’s term, but that of (318)
cannot. Furthermore, (318) alone contains indexicals referring to the
speaker, time, and location of the utterance context, suggesting that it
is this property that allows it to be universally true.

Kaplan’s thesis about indexicals, motivated by these observations, is
reproduced below:3

3Kaplan treated demonstratives as a type of indexical as well – a classification that
has since been questioned in the literature. The difference between demonstratives
and the types of indexical expresssions we have been considering here, like I and here,
is that the former but not the latter require a symbolic or actual demonstration to
complete their denotation. As such, these latter types of indexicals were labelled as
“pure indexicals” by Kaplan.
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(320) Quoted from Kaplan (1989, p. 492):

Principle I: The referent of a pure indexical depends
on the context, and the referent of a demonstrative de-
pends on the associated demonstration.

Principle II: Indexicals pure and demonstrative alike,
are directly referential.4

But how can an element have its reference mediated by contextual
information and simultaneously be directly referential? The only way out
of the quandary, Kaplan argues, is to claim that contexts and circum-
stances of evaluation (or intensions) represent two ontologically distinct
components of meaning. The Kaplanian model illustrated in (321) below
(modified from Anand 2006) thus involves two sorts of operators (in con-
trast to the Fregean one which involves just a single type of intensional
operator): those which operate on the “character” of an expression to
yield its “content” (corresponding to Fregean “sense” or Sinn) and those
that manipulate the content of an expression to yield its extension (corre-
sponding to Fregean “meaning” or Bedeutung). Denotations of linguistic
objects in Kaplan’s model are thus “doubly-indexed”:

(321) Kaplanian model of meaning, adapted from Anand (2006):

A character is a function from contexts to contents.
A content is a function from circumstances of evalua-
tion (or intensional indices) to extensions.

4Kaplan defined the concept of direct referentiality as follows (Kaplan 1989, p.
492): “I intend to use the term ‘directly referential’ for an expression whose referent,
once determined, is taken as fixed for all possible circumstances [evaluations according
to intensional parameters], i.e. it is taken as being the propositional content.”
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(322) Denotations of “pure” indexicals in the doubly-indexed Kaplanian
model, for c = context, and i = (intensional) index.5

!I"c,i = λcλi.Author(c)
!you"c,i = λcλi.Addressee(c)
!now"c,i = λcλi.T ime(c)
!here"c,i = λcλi.Location(c)

10.3.2 Enter Kaplanian “monsters”

Further empirical support for the doubly-indexed model came from the
observation that contextual operators behave differently from intensional
ones. Kaplan observed that, while intensional operators can freely ma-
nipulate intensional expressions or “contents” to yield their extensional
equivalents, contextual operators do not seem analogously capable of
controlling indexicals (or “characters”) in their scope to yield their cor-
responding intensions (or “contents”). Thus, the sentence in (323) does
not mean that for some contexts, the individual authors of these con-
texts like pizza; it can only mean that the author of the current context
of utterance (namely me, Sandhya) doesn’t like pizza.

(323) !I don’t like pizza"
̸= λc.¬Like(Author(c), pizza), for c = any context.

By the same reasoning, a sentence like (324) is utterly nonsensical:

(324) In some (utterance) contexts, it is true that I like pizza.

Based on such evidence Kaplan (1989, 510-11) concludes that:

“no operator can control the character of the indexicals within
their scope, because they will simply leap out of its scope to the

front of the operator . . . Operators like ‘In some contexts it is true
that’ which attempt to meddle with characters, I call monsters.

I claim that none can exist in English (without sneaking in a
quotation device).”

5For reasons of consistency, I have represented indexicals as constant functions
from intensions (content) to extensions. But I could just as well have left the inten-
sional operator out of these denotations altogether and represented the denotations
of indexicals as functions from contexts directly to extensions, in accordance with
Kaplan’s direct referentiality thesis for these expressions. It is unclear at this junc-
ture what substantive differences, if any, there are between the two formulations: the
reader is referred to Kaplan (1989) for some speculation on this point.
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Kaplan’s ban against these “monsters” seems valid enough for the En-
glish examples he discusses. But other languages seem to be harder to
accommodate.

Schlenker (2003b) discusses two types of counter-evidence against
monsters. The first is the class of logophors – 3rd-person pro-forms with
an obligatorily 1st-person (or de se) semantics, such as those found in
many African languages (Clements 1975) and in long-distance binding
paradigms in many languages (Sells 1987, Reinhart and Reuland 1993).
Schlenker analyzes these forms as the indirect discourse analogs of “I”
and treats them as obligatorily shifted indexicals.

The second kind of counter-evidence involves indexical pronouns that
are shifted to refer to a context other than the utterance context. We
have already seen an example of this in the Zazaki sentence in (315)
– Schlenker presents other examples of such “monsters” from Amharic
(Schlenker 2003b, p. 68, ex. 53) (formatting mine):

(325) ȷ̌on
John

[CP j@gna
hero

n@-ññ]
be.pf-1so

y1l.all.
3m.say-aux.3m

“Johni says [CP that he{i,∗j} is a hero]”
Lit: “Johni says that Ii am a hero”, !I" → John.

Unlike English I, the 1st-person pronoun in the embedded CP in (325)
can refer to the speaker of the intensional speech predicate in the matrix
clause, rather than to the speaker of the utterance context. Schlenker
demonstrates convincingly that the embedded CP in (325) represents a
form of indirect speech (i.e. is not quoted). He also shows that the index-
ical obtains this “shifted” denotation only under the scope of intensional
predicates like n@-ññ (say) in (325); in all other contexts, it denotes the
speaker of the utterance context, just like in English. Schlenker thus
proposes that, at least in some languages, certain types of intensional
predicate may introduce contextual operators which manipulate index-
icals in their scope, in apparent contradiction to Kaplan’s thesis. In
other words, he claims that Kaplanian monsters are attested in natural
language.

Since the pioneering work of Schlenker (1999) and Schlenker (2003b),
other instances indexical shift have come to light. Some of these have
been novel data showing indexical shift from hitherto un(der)-studied
languages; others have been phenomena that have been known for some
time but were re-analyzed as indexical shift as the literature on this sub-
ject became better known. The empirical evidence pertaining to this
phenomenon is still relatively sparse – nevertheless, some pervasive and
systematic patterns emerge even from the relatively small sample of lan-
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guages on hand which have been observed to exhibit indexical shift. In-
dexical shift for person has been reported for Navajo (see Speas 1999,
for a description of this phenomenon, though it is not formally analyzed
as indexical shift), the Turkic language Uyghur (Shklovsky and Sudo To
Appear), and the Athapaskan language Slave (Rice 1986), among others.

However, the person dimension is not the only one that is capable of
being shifted: evidence of indexical shift along the modal and temporal
domains have been attested as well. Speas (1999) notes for Navajo that
indexical temporal adverbials like tomorrow may be evaluated with re-
spect to the context of the speech report, which is nothing other than in-
dexical shift with respect to the time parameter of the context. Similarly,
Giorgi (2010) claims that tenses in languages like Romanian, Russian
(for further discussion of such phenomena in Russian, see also Schlenker
2003a;b; To appear), and Japanese, may be interpreted relative to the
time of a matrix speech report rather than against the utterance time,
which may also be interpreted as temporal indexical shift. The world pa-
rameter is capable of being shifted as well: Schlenker (2003b) claims that
the subjunctive mood that characterizes verbs that are embedded under
certain speech and thought predicates in German, termed Konjunktiv
I, is nothing but a modal indexical that has been shifted. Contextual
shifting of mood indexicals has also been observed in certain sign lan-
guages: see Quer (2005) for discussion of this phenomenon in Catalan
Sign Language.

A different sort of parametric variation has to do with whether shift-
ing is obligatory, optional or impossible. English appears to be a lan-
guage that doesn’t allow indexical shift, at least along the person do-
main. Zazaki, on the other hand, allows optional indexical shift along all
parameters of evaluation:

(326) 2nd-person indexical shift:
HEsenij
Hesen.obl

(Alik-ra)
(Ali-obl.to)

va
said

[CP kE
that

t1j,k

you
dEwletia].
rich.be-prs

“Hesen said [CP that {Ali is, you are} rich.]”
(327) Temporal indexical shift:

Waxto
when

kE
that

ma
we

Diyarbekir-de
Diyarbekir-at

bime,
were,

HEsen
Hesen.obl

m1-ra
me-at

va
said

kE
that

o
he

ita
here

ame
came

dina.
world

“When we were in Diyarbekir, Hesen told me he was born here,
in Diyarbekir”.

(328) Locative indexical shift:
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Hefte
week

nayeraraver,
ago,

HEsen
HEsen.obl

m1-ra
me-at

va
said

kE
that

o
he

v1zeri
yesterday

Rojda
Rojda

paci
kiss

kErd.
did

“A week ago, HEsen told me that he kissed Rojda 8 days ago,
#yesterday.”

At the other end of the typological spectrum, Slave has been reported
to be a language that obligatorily shifts some person-indexicals under a
subset of intensional predicates.

10.3.3 Some prior analyses of indexical shift

Based on such evidence, Schlenker argues that indexical pronouns may
be grouped into three typological sub-classes: “rigid” indexicals like I in
English which are specified to never shift with respect to the utterance
context, those like Amharic j@gna which are specified to optionally shift
with respect to the utterance context, and logophors/anaphors which
shift obligatorily relative to the context of utterance. These three sub-
classes of indexical have the following denotations:6

Rigid indexical:
!Ieng"c,g = !xi + Author ∗ (xi)"c,g = s(xi) ∧ δ(g(xi) is Author(c*)).

Optionally shifting indexical:
!Iamh"c,g = !xi +Author(xi, cj)"c,g = s(xi) ∧ δ(g(xi) is Author(cj)).

Obligatorily shifting indexical:
!I log"c,g = !xi +Author(xi, cj)"c,g = s(xi) ∧ δ(∀ cj .(cj ̸= c*) → g(xi)
is Author(cj)).

Since Schlenker (1999)’s dissertation which first brought this issue
to light, other instances of monsters and theoretical treatments thereof
have emerged in the literature. Anand (2006) is one such analysis which,
while sharing some of the core intuitions of Schlenker, differs in the de-
tails of its formal implementation of indexical shift. Shifted indexicality,
for Anand, is the result of context shifting due to context-overwriting by

6Some terminological clarifications: c∗ is a free variable that denotes the context of
utterance; analogously, Author∗ denotes the unique speaker/author of the utterance
context. A pro-form is represented as a free variable whose reference is constrained
by semantic presuppositions (Heim and Kratzer 1998); an expression followed by δ is
construed to be presuppositional.
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an operator introduced by an intensional predicate. Schlenker’s pronoun-
centric model derives the possibility of indexical shift as a function of the
denotation of the indexicals themselves, as we have just seen. However,
Anand proposes that the difference between the shifted and unshifted
readings is not the denotation of the indexical – which, he proposes, re-
mains constant at λc.Author(c) – but has to do with the value of the
context that the Author function ranges over. As discussed above, lan-
guages have been observed to differ, not just with respect to whether
indexical-shift is optional, obligatory or never attested, but also relative
to which type of indexical may shift. For some languages, only 1st or
2nd person indexicals may shift, for others only temporal or modal ones
may do so, and for yet others, indexicals along all intensional domains
may be shifted. Envisioning, as Schlenker and Kaplan himself do, that a
context is an ontological tuple consisting of variables pertaining to differ-
ent domains of evaluation (e.g. < Speaker, Addressee, T ime, World >),
Anand proposes that this variation be derived in terms of parametric
choices pertaining to which contextual coordinates may be overwritten.

To see a concrete implementation of Anand’s proposal, consider again
the case from Zazaki (315), repeated as (329) below:

(329) HEsenij
Hesen.obl

(m1k-ra)
I.obl-to

va
said

kE
that

Ezj/k

I
dEwletia.
rich.be-prs

“Hesen said that {I am, Hesen is} rich.”

Zazaki is a language that, in principle, allows every contextual coordinate
to be shifted (recall the sentential paradigms given in (326)-(328)). In
Anand’s system, this means that the contextual operator in Zazaki is
associated with a universal quantifier which overwrites every coordinate
of the utterance context with a corresponding one in the intensional
context, and binds it. Formally:

(330) !OP ∀α"c,i = !α"j,i

where j = <Auth(i), Addr(i), T ime(i), World(i)>.

The unshifted “English-like” reading of the indexical in (329) is de-
rived as follows:

The matrix speech predicate does not introduce a contextual
operator. Thus, there is no context overwriting; the index-
ical I is interpreted against the utterance context (perhaps
introduced at root C) and is thus mapped onto the utterance
speaker = me, Sandhya (in this utterance context). Formally:
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[Hesen said [CP I am rich]]c,i,g = 1 iff
[Hesen said [CP Author(c) am rich]]c,i,g

= [Hesen said [CP ISandhya am rich]]c,i,g

The shifted reading in (329), on the other hand, has the following deriva-
tion:

The matrix speech predicate has a different denotation in
this case; specifically, it introduces the contextual operator
defined in (330). This has the effect of overwriting every
coordinate of the utterance context in its scope with a corre-
sponding coordinate of the intensional context. Formally:

[Hesen said [CP OP ∀ I am rich]]c,i,g

= [Hesen said [CP I am rich]]i′,i′,g = 1 iff
[Hesen said [CP Author(i’) am rich]]i′,i′,g

= [Hesen said [CP IHesen am rich]]i′,i′,g

Despite their differences, Anand’s and Schlenker’s analyses both share
the common view that indexicals may be manipulated by contextual op-
erators, contrary to what Kaplan’s prohibition against monsters would
lead us to expect. Other analyses, like that of von Stechow (2002), are
more sympathetic to Kaplan’s claim, however. The debate, of course,
is not about whether certain indexicals may be bound by linguistic op-
erators along the personal, temporal, modal and spatial domains – that
this is possible is conclusively proven by sentences like those in Amharic
(325) and Zazaki (329) above. Rather, it centers around whether these
operators count as contextual in the Kaplanian sense, or whether they
are merely rich intensional operators that quantify over these same di-
mensions.

For instance, von Stechow reconstructs a context in the Kaplanian
sense as follows: “A [Kaplanian] context is a triple < x, t, w > consisting
of a person x, a world w and a time t. For any context c, xc is the
first component of c, tc is the second component and wc is the third
component of c.” He proposes that a contextual variable of this kind (i.e.
an ontologically complex unit) is never attested in natural language, even
in sentences that show effects of indexical shift. Rather, he claims, what
we get in such structures are three separate variables x, t and w which
may co-vary independently of each other – a Lewis (1979)-style series of
enriched intensional indices, in other words. Indeed, given the definition
of Kaplanian context above, it is clear that this entity (being essentially
a complex primitive) may never be partially shifted for some contextual
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coordinates but not others as, for instance, Anand suggests; nor can it be
claimed, as Schlenker does, that indexicals may be inherently specified
to shift along some contextual dimensions but not others. Von Stechow
thus concludes that, while “[w]e may say that attitudes quantify over
contexts . . . they never shift the context of utterance” – which thus still
special and different, just as Kaplan envisioned it.

von Stechow (2002) derives the effects of indexical-shift in a differ-
ent way. He proposes that attitude predicates are “universal quantifiers
which take an egocentric proposition [a sentence quantified by a series
of intensional indices, as discussed above] as their complement”. Indexi-
cal shift, in this model, obtains when an indexical pronoun is bound by
such an attitude-verbal quantifier.7 An important component of von Ste-
chow’s analysis is the idea that the features of a variable are deleted at
LF when they are bound: such feature-deletion is, in fact, a precondition
on variable binding in von Stechow’s system. The difference between
languages that manifest (person) indexical shift, like Amharic or Tamil,
and those that don’t, like English, is a function of whether the features
on the indexical may be deleted by the c-commanding verbal quantifier
or not (respectively).

For languages like English, von Stechow proposes that feature-deletion
obtains just in case the features of the verbal quantifier match those of
the indexical in value – as captured by the following rule (von Stechow
2002, 23):

Feature Deletion under Attitudes (English):
A verb of attitude deletes the features of the variables it binds
under agreement with its checkees. (A checkee a agrees with
a checker b if a = *b.)

This ensures that an attitude predicate that is marked 3rd-person will
never delete the features of an (1st/2nd) indexical pronoun in its scope
and will, by extension, never bind it. As such, an indexical pronoun in
English will never “shift” its reference to a 3rd-person attitude-holder
that c-commands it, just as desired.

In languages that do evidence indexical shift, such as Amharic, on
the other hand, feature-deletion is governed by different rules. In such
languages, the “verbal quantifiers [may] delete ([at] LF) the feature 1st of
the person variable they bind, regardless of what their person checkee is”
(von Stechow 2002, 25). Thus, in a sentence like: “John said3sg [CP that I

7This is an extension of his analysis for bound-variable indexicals, – like “my” in
the sentence: “Only I finished drinking my beer” – which, perhaps more patently,
involve the variable-binding of an indexical by a c-commanding quantifier.
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am hungry]” in Amharic, the features of the embedded indexical pronoun
“I” could be deleted and then bound by the attitude predicate checkee
even though this has mismatched 3sg features. Crucially, this feature
deletion will happen at LF, so for the purposes of morphophonology,
the pronoun will still surface as “I”. The formal binding operations are
reproduced below (von Stechow 2002):8

(331) Target sentence: “John says I am a hero.” (Amharic)
a. John3rd says3rd* λ<x1st . . . >. . . x1st am*1st a hero.

“John says ‘I am a hero.’” (Shifted reading)
b. John3rd says3rd* λ<x1st . . . >. . . y1 am*1st a hero.

“John says that I am a hero.” (Unshifted reading)

The basic debate in the literature that is centered around the ques-
tion of whether monsters exist in natural language or not, seems to me
to be based (at least in part) on a fundamental terminological ambigu-
ity about how a Kaplanian context is to be understood. If it is to be
understood as referring to the utterance situation, it seems that Kaplan
would be right in claiming that monsters don’t exist, as von Stechow also
points out. If, on the other hand, a context is interpreted as an enriched
sequence of personal, temporal, and modal operators introduced by a
proper subset of intensional predicates, then evidence from languages
like Amharic, Navajo, and Zazaki seem to clearly prove him wrong. I
will thus not take a stance with respect to this question here. My use
of the terms “shifted indexical” and “monster” should thus be taken to
be purely descriptive, referring to an indexical whose reference has been
shifted by a minimally c-commanding intensional operator. Similarly, I
will use the term “intensional context” to refer to the types of intensional
variables along personal, temporal, modal, and spatial coordinates that
are introduced by a proper subset of intensional predicates – and which
may induce indexical shift in their scope. The intensional context (essen-
tially a tuple of mutually independent intensional variables) is intended
to be ontologically distinct from the utterance context (which is a com-
plex primitive in the Kaplanian sense) in the manner discussed by von
Stechow (2002) above.

In the course of the next few chapters, I will present evidence, based
on the types of Tamil data discussed earlier, to show that the comple-
ments of certain speech predicates syntactically encode a projection which
hosts the author of the embedded utterance. At the same time, this evi-
dence will also drive home the point that the utterance context, under-

8A quick note on the notation adopted here. For a privative feature F, [F] = the
interpretable counterpart of F; [*F] = the uninterpretable/inherited feature F.
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stood in the Kaplanian sense, is special and has a different relationship
with propositional content than does the kind of intensional context in-
troduced by a speech predicate.



Chapter 11

Tamil “monstrous” agreement
under the magnifier

Consider again the Tamil sentence in (305), repeated as (332) below:

(332) Ramani

Raman[nom]
[CP taan{i,∗j}

anaph[nom]i
Ãej-pp-een-nnŭ]
win-fut-1sg-comp

so-nn-aan.
say-pst-3msg

“Ramani said [CP that he{i,∗j} would win]”

Given the discussion of indexical shift, the similarities between the Tamil
paradigm in (332) and the illustrations of indexical shift given above are
quite clear. Both occur predominantly under the scope of speech pred-
icates and involve indexical elements that seem to be evaluated against
an intensional context rather than relative to the actual context of ut-
terance. Based on the larger discussion of indexical shift above and the
observed parallels between the anomalous 1sg agreement in (332) and
other bona fide cases of indexical shift, I will now assume without fur-
ther argument that the 1sg agreement marking on the embedded verb in
structures like (332) is an instantiation of indexical shift for 1st-person
and refer to it, henceforth, as “monstrous agreement”.

At the same time, the Tamil monstrous agreement facts pose some
non-trivial empirical challenges which do not characterize the more “clas-
sic” cases of indexical shift discussed in the previous chapter. A major
source of the problems is that indexical shift in Tamil is marked on per-
son agreement, rather than on a full-on pronoun. Since agreement fea-
tures are not inherent to the categorial head on which they are realized,
these must ultimately have another source. Tamil is a subject agree-
ment language, thus it might seem reasonable to assume that monstrous
agreement on the embedded verb in (332) is triggered by its clausemate
anaphoric subject ta(a)n. However, in our discussion of long-distance
binding in Part I of this dissertation, we independently argued that

227
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ta(a)n is fully featurally defective (i.e. that it is a “minimal” pronoun
in the sense of Kratzer (2009)), proposing that it has a set of unvalued
φ-features and an unvalued Dep-feature. But if this is the case, where
does the 1st-person feature on the embedded verb in (332) come from?
In Part I, we proposed that the agreement-marking under subject ta(a)n
is triggered by the silent operator in [Spec, PerspP], which bears the φ-
features of the DP that will end up serving as the antecedent of ta(a)n.
The question is whether it is possible to extend this analysis to the mon-
strous agreement cases, where the features on embedded T differ from
those on the anaphoric antecedent.

Potentially complicating matters even further is the fact that, in the
dialect being discussed here, monstrous agreement under propositional
soll (say) is optional. I.e. the sentence in (332) above has a minimally
varying counterpart in (333), with the agreement under ta(a)n faithfully
reflecting the φ-features of the anaphoric antecedent:

(333) Ramani

Raman[nom]
[CP taan{i,∗j}

anaph[nom]i
Ãej-pp-aan-nnŭ]
win-fut-3msg-comp

so-nn-aan.
say-pst-3msg

“Ramani said [CP that he{i,∗j} would win]”

How do we account for this optionality, assuming that the “same” verb
soll is being used in both cases?

In this chapter, we will take a closer look at the Tamil patterns in
order to investigate this and other questions. We will tease apart the
binding relationship between ta(a)n and its antecedent from that of in-
dexical shift in the embedded clause – as a result, we will show that the
two phenomena are not directly related to one another, contra the pro-
posal in Schlenker (2003b, and subsequent). At the same time, we will
see that the 1st-person agreement always tracks the antecedent of ta(a)n,
showing that that there is a one-way dependency between the presence
of ta(a)n and monstrous agreement. Based on a close examination of the
Tamil data, I will propose that the shifted indexical is actually the null
pronominal operator in [Spec, PersP] – the DP that enters into an Agree
relationship feature with ta(a)n in embedded subject position and with
the T head under ta(a)n.
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11.1 Long-distance anaphora vs. indexical
shift

Let us look again at the minimal pair that we started this discussion
with:

(334) Mayai

Maya[nom]
[CP taan{i,∗j}

anaph[nom]
pooúúi-læ
contest-loc

Ãejkkapoo-r-aaí-ŭnnŭ]
win-prs-3fsg-comp

namb-in-aaí.
believe-pst-3fsg

“Mayai believed [CP that she{i,∗j} would win the contest.]”
(335) Mayai

Maya[nom]
[CP taan{i,∗j}

anaph[nom]
pooúúi-læ
contest-loc

Ãejkkapoo-r-een-nnŭ]
win-prs-1sg-comp

so-nn-aaí.
say-pst-3fsg

“Mayai believed [CP that she{i,∗j} would win the contest.]”

The sentences in (334) and (335) both involve long-distance binding of
ta(a)n in the subject position of the embedded clause. However, the
1st-person agreement under ta(a)n, which I have labelled “monstrous
agreement”, only obtains under the scope of a matrix speech predicate,
as in (335). This set of facts, taken together, leads us to a significant
conclusion, namely that, contra the claims of Schlenker (2003b, and sub-
sequent), indexical shift and long-distance binding are not one and the
same phenomenon. By extension, anaphors (even those with an obliga-
tory de se semantics, like ta(a)n) are not the same as obligatorily shifted
indexicals. After all, in the Tamil sentences above, ta(a)n itself maintains
the same overt form; what changes is the form of the agreement under
ta(a)n, in each case.

This much seems fairly straightforward. But to better understand
the nature of the difference, let us review some of the other properties
that distinguish long-distance anaphora and indexical shift in Tamil.

11.1.1 Differences in licensing environment

As discussed in detail in Part I, the distribution of ta(a)n is quite varied.
It may be bound in the propositional complement of all classes of matrix
predicate, and may also legitimately occur in spatio-temporal adjunct
PPs, DPs, and CPs; in its so-called “logophoric” use, it may even occur
in a root clause:
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(336) Propositional complement:

Ramani

Raman[nom]
[CP Seetha

Seetha[nom]
tann-æ{i,∗j}

anaph-acc]
kaadali-kkir-aaí-ŭnnŭ]
love-prs-3fsg-comp

kaïãupiãi-tt-aan.
find.out-pst-3msg

“Ramani found out [CP that Seethaj loved him{i,∗j}.]”

(337) Spatial PP adjunct:

Ramani

Raman.nom
tan-akkŭ{i,∗j}

anaph-dat
meelæ
above

orŭ
a

plane-æ
plane-acc

paar-tt-aan.
see-pst-3msg

“Ramani saw a plane above himself{i,∗j}.”

(338) Temporal CP adjunct:

Ramani

Raman
[CP Seethaj

Seetha
tann-æ{i,∗j}

anaph-acc
kiíí-in-æ
pinch-pst-rel

poõŭdŭ]
time

sattamaagæ
loudly

ka-tt-in-aan.
yell-pst-3msg

“Ramani yelled loudly [CP when Seethaj pinched him{i,∗j}].”

(339) “Logophoric” use:

Raman-ŭkkŭi

Raman-dat
oïïum-ee
nothing[acc]-emph

purija-læ.
understand-neg.

taan{i,∗j}

anaph-nom
maúúum
alone

een
why

ippaãi
like.this

ellaam
all

kašúappaãa-ïum?
suffer-must?

“Ramani didn’t understand at all. Why should he{i,∗j} alone suf-
fer like this?

This distribution matches that of long-distance bound anaphors in other
languages. Crosslinguistically, anaphors have been reported to occur
under the scope of propositional attitude predicates like believe and
think, emotive predicates like fear and loathe, factive predicates like
know and regret, perception predicates like see and hear, locational
motion verbs like come and go, propositional speech predicates like say,
as well as in DP, PP, and clausal adjuncts and “logophoric” environments,
just like in Tamil.

In contrast, monstrous agreement under ta(a)n, of the kind observed
in (335), has a much more restricted distribution. For many native-
speakers, it occurs only in the propositional complement of a speech
predicate. (335) illustrates monstrous agreement under soll (say); man-
ner variants of this predicate may also induce such agreement in their
immediate scope:
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(340) Seethai

Seetha[nom]
[CP taan{i,∗j}

anaph[nom]
Krishnan-æ
Krishnan-acc

kaadali-kkir-
love-prs-

een-nnŭ]
1sg-comp

katt-in-aaí.
shout-pst-3fsg

“Seethai shouted [CP that she{i,∗j} loved Krishnan]”
(341) Krishnani

Krishnan[nom]
[CP taan{i,∗j}

anaph[nom]
rombæ-vee
very-emph

kašúappaãæ-r-
suffer-prs-

een-nnŭ]
1sg-comp

polamb-in-aan.
whine-pst-3msg

“Krishnani whined [CP that he{i,∗j} was suffering a great deal].”

In other words, monstrous agreement doesn’t obtain in the scope of other
types of propositional predicate – rather, in these cases, the agreement
under subject ta(a)n matches the φ-values of the anaphoric antecedent,
as in (334) and (336)-(339) above, and as discussed in detail in the long-
distance binding chapters in Part I. Incidentally, this too is characteristic
of indexical shift paradigms crosslinguistically, as the examples we have
seen in the previous chapter show: in languages where this phenomenon
is attested, it has been observed to obtain predominantly in the scope of
speech predicates.

To sum up, the distribution of ta(a)n is much more general than
that of monstrous agreement in Tamil. Furthermore, it patterns itself
much more closely with that of anaphors crosslinguistically than with
shifted indexicals. This poses a real challenge to the idea that a lo-
gophoric/obligatorily de se anaphor, and by extension ta(a)n, is an obli-
gatorily shifted indexical.

11.1.2 Differences in minimality and optionality re-
strictions on antecedence

Baker (2008) observes that indexical shift only obtains in the proposi-
tional complement of a speech predicate which, in turn, ensures that the
referent of a shifted indexical is a c-commanding DP in the minimally c-
commanding clause. Monstrous agreement in Tamil is also subject to this
restriction. Earlier we saw that non-monstrous agreement is also possi-
ble under speech predicates in Tamil. When we compare two minimally
varying clauses under propositional soll (say), one without monstrous
agreement (342) and the other with (343), we can see clearly that there
are differences in antecedence-possibilities between the two:
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(342) Seethai

Seetha[nom]
[CP Mayaj

Maya[nom]
[CP taan{i,j}

anaph[nom]i
kiíamb-ir-aaí-
leave-prs-3fsg-

ŭnnŭ]
comp

so-nn-aaí-ŭnnŭ]
say-pst-3fsg-comp

nene-tt-aaí.
think-pst-3fsg

“Seethai thought [CP that Mayaj said [CP that she{i,j} was leav-
ing]]”

(343) Seethai

Seetha[nom]
[CP Mayaj

Maya[nom]
[CP taan{∗i,j}

anaph[nom]i
kiíamb-ir-een-
leave-prs-1sg-

nnŭ]
comp

so-nn-aaí-ŭnnŭ]
say-pst-3fsg-comp

nene-tt-aaí.
think-pst-3fsg

“Seethai thought [CP that Mayaj said [CP that she{∗i,j} was leav-
ing]]”

The sentence in (342) is, in fact, just a classic long-distance bind-
ing structure, such as we have seen many instances of in Part I. As we
have seen, for a DP to qualify as a potential antecedent for ta(a)n two
independent conditions must simultaneously hold: the DP in question
must hold a spatio-temporal and/or mental perspective toward the min-
imal proposition containing ta(a)n, and it must not be asymmetrically
c-commanded by the minimal PerspP containing ta(a)n. Other factors,
such as whether the DP c-commands ta(a)n, whether it is one clause or
several clauses away, or even whether it is asserted in the sentence at all,
are irrelevant. This leads to the situation that in a given sentence in-
volving ta(a)n, more than one DP may qualify to antecede this anaphor.
In (342), both the matrix subject Seetha and the intermediate one Maya
satisfy the conditions on potential antecedence, thus either of them may
antecede ta(a)n.

In the monstrous agreement structure in (343), the DP that ante-
cedes ta(a)n is Maya, showing that these two conditions on potential an-
tecedence still prevail. The difference is that the matrix subject Seetha,
despite also satisfying the potential antecedence conditions no longer
qualifies to antecede ta(a)n. In other words, the conditions on potential
antecedence are necessary but not sufficient in the monstrous agreement
case. In binding with monstrous agreement, there is a Minimality condi-
tion that applies on top of the potential antecedence condition for stan-
dard long-distance binding structures like (342): in short, the antecedent
of ta(a)n must be the agent (denoting the speaker) of the speech-verb
that selects the ta(a)n-proposition as its complement.

Based on such differences in Relativized Minimality effects in index-
ical shift vs. long-distance binding phenomena, Baker (2008) concludes
that:
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“logophoric pronouns are very similar to shifted first and sec-
ond person pronouns, but they are not identical to them. All
three must be bound by a designated operator. The difference
is that first and second person pronouns must be bound by
the closest operator of the relevant kind whereas third person
pronouns (including logophorc ones) need not be.”

Thus, here again we see that long-distance binding behaves differently
from indexical shift – that it is, specifically, subject to less restricted
rules.

A related difference between indexical shift and long-distance binding
is that the latter, but not the former, manifest optionality with respect
to the antecedent of ta(a)n. As long as the conditions on potential an-
tecedence, recapitulated above, are satisfied, any DP in the sentence or
in the salient surrounding discourse may antecede ta(a)n. In contrast, in
long-distance binding structures that also involve monstrous agreement,
the choice of antecedent for ta(a)n is deterministic: it always refers to
the agent of the immediately superordinate selecting speech predicate.

11.1.3 Summary

We have seen three systematic differences between anaphors and shifted
indexicals in this section:

(i) Differences in licensing environment: long-distance anaphors may
occur in a range of structural environments that lend themselves
to a perspectival semantics on the part of the antecedent nominal,
such as adjunct PPs, DPs, and CPs, propositional complements,
and root clauses. In contrast, shifted indexicals occur in a very
narrow range of environments, specifically in the scope of a speech
predicate.

(ii) Relatedly, indexical shift only obtains in the propositional com-
plement of a speech predicate: i.e. the clause in which this phe-
nomenon is attested must be directly selected by the speech verb.
Long-distance binding, in contrast, may occur in a much wider
range of environments: its antecedent may be several clauses away,
may not c-command it and, in structures involving “logophoric”
binding, may not be clause-internally asserted at all.

(iii) The choice of antecedent for an anaphor is a function of a com-
plex interplay of factors pertaining to its perspective-holder status
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with respect to the minimal situational predication involving the
anaphor. The choice of referent for a shifted indexical is rather
more deterministic: it is the speaker of the speech event denoted
by the immediately superordinate speech verb.

These factors systematically distinguish anaphors from shifted indexicals
crosslinguistically. However, it is the presence of minimal pairs like (334)-
(335) above, which explicitly show the interaction between indexical shift
and long-distance binding, that conclusively prove it.

The discussion above thus shows that an analysis like that of Schlenker
(2003b), which essentially conflates the categories of logophor/de se ana-
phor and obligatorily shifted indexical, is incorrect. The analysis of
Anand (2006) maintains that there is an inherent difference between
obligatorily shifted indexicals and anaphors that are interpreted obli-
gatorily de se. Interestingly enough, though, Anand (2006) argues on
independent empirical grounds that the anaphor ta(a)n in the closely
related Dravidian language Malayalam is an obligatorily shifted index-
ical, not an anaphor. Anand’s conclusion is based on the observation
that Malayalam ta(a)n is insensitive to the “De Re Blocking effect” – a
wellformedness condition that states that an obligatorily de se anaphor
may not be c-commanded by a de re element.1 Anand takes this insen-
sitivity to automatically mean that Malayalam ta(a)n is an obligatorily
shifted indexical, not an anaphor. Tamil ta(a)n may also be legitimately
c-commanded by a de re element, like a deictic pronoun, as in (344)
below, thus should also count as an obligatorily shifted indexical under
Anand’s reasoning:

(344) [CP [CP Mary
Mary

tann-æ{i,j}

anaph-acc
virumbŭ-kir-aaí-ŭnnŭ]
love-prs-3fsg-comp

Billj
Bill

avan-kiúúæ
him-all

so-nn-aan-nnŭ]
say-pst-3msg-comp

Johni

Johni

nene-tt-aan.
think-pst-3msg

“Johni thought [that Billj told himi [that Mary loves himi,j ]]”

But, as discussed above, the existence of minimal pairs like that in (334)-
(335) show that this conclusion must be false: ta(a)n itself may occur in
both the unshifted structure in (334) and the shifted one in (335) but the
1st-person agreement on its clausemate verb, which we have shown is an
instantiation of indexical shift, only obtains in the latter. Interestingly,
minimal pairs like these are lacking in Malayalam. This is because that

1A detailed exposition of this condition and the motivation behind its formulation
would take us too far afield. The interested reader is referred to Chapter 1, Section
1.4 of Anand (2006) for further details.
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language entirely lacks agreement marking on the verb and therefore has
neither monstrous agreement nor regular agreement. In other words,
Tamil provides crucial novel evidence that the class of shifted indexicals
is distinct from that of (obligatorily de se) anaphors.

11.1.4 Severing the direct connection between ta(a)n
and agreement

The conclusion we have just reached, namely that ta(a)n itself has noth-
ing to do with indexical shift, has a significant entailment. It shows that
monstrous agreement under ta(a)n cannot have been directly triggered
by ta(a)n itself but must have a different source.

Interestingly, we independently reached the same conclusion in Part
I with respect to non-monstrous agreement under ta(a)n in standard
long-distance binding constructions involving this anaphor in embedded
subject position. Our conclusion was based on the fact that the agree-
ment under ta(a)n is fully specified for person, number, and gender fea-
tures; however, ta(a)n itself doesn’t “care” about the gender feature on
its antecedent suggesting that it is unspecified for this feature. Further-
more, the value of the gender feature on this agreement matches that
of ta(a)n’s antecedent, suggesting that this is the ultimate source of the
gender feature on T:

(345) Viveki

Vivek[nom]
[CP taan{i,∗j}

anaph[nom]
Seetha-væj

Seetha-acc
paar-tt-adaagæ]
see-pst-nmlz

namb-
believe-

in-aan.
pst-3msg

“Viveki believed [CP that he{i,∗j} saw Seethaj ].”
(346) [Ellaa

All
poï-gaí-ŭkk=um]i
girls-pl-dat=cl

[DP/P P [CP Rajinikanthj

Rajinikanth[nom]
[taŋ-gaí-
anaph-pl-

ooãæ]{i,∗j}

gen
pees-in-aar]
speak-pst-3msg

eŋgiradŭ-læ]
that-loc

rombæ
very

sandoošam.
happy

“[All girls]i were very happy about the fact that Rajinikanthj

spoke to them{i,∗j}.”
(347) Koõendæi

child[nom]
[CP tan-akkŭ{i,∗j}

anaph-dat
rombæ
very

pasi-nnŭ]
hunger[nom-comp]

aõŭ-
weep-

d-adŭ.
pst-3nsg

“The childi wept [CP that it{i,∗j} was very hungry].”

At the same time, there is no conclusive way to show that the non-
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monstrous agreement under ta(a)n in sentences like (345)-(347) is not
triggered by ta(a)n itself. After all, one cannot “see” the φ-features on
ta(a)n – thus, in a purely descriptive sense, the agreement facts in these
sentences are compatible with the idea that ta(a)n is the source of agree-
ment on its clausemate verb. The fact that Tamil uniformly manifests
subject-verb agreement elsewhere might even be taken to additionally
support such a conclusion.

Real support for the idea that the agremeent under ta(a)n in these
cases doesn’t come from ta(a)n itself comes from also looking at struc-
tures with monstrous agreement. We have already observed that, for the
dialect being discussed here, both monstrous and non-monstrous agree-
ment may be triggered under ta(a)n in subject position. This yields
minimal pairs like the following:

(348) Ramani

Raman[nom]
[CP taan{i,∗j}

anaph[nom]i
Ãej-pp-een-nnŭ]
win-fut-1sg-comp

so-nn-aan.
say-pst-3msg

“Ramani said [CP that he{i,∗j} would win]”
(349) Ramani

Raman[nom]
[CP taan{i,∗j}

anaph[nom]i
Ãej-pp-aan-nnŭ]
win-fut-3msg-comp

so-nn-aan.
say-pst-3msg

“Ramani said [CP that he{i,∗j} would win]”

It is much harder to maintain the position that the agreement under
ta(a)n is directly triggered by ta(a)n, in the face of minimal pairs like
that above. This is because, claiming that ta(a)n is the source of agree-
ment in both would force us to say that there are two different underlying
elements ta(a)n with different inherent φ-features in each. However, there
is no independent evidence that the instances of ta(a)n in the two sen-
tences differ in this manner. Minimal pairs like (348)-(349) thus show
more conclusively than either of these sentences taken by themselves that
the agreement under ta(a)n is not directly triggered by this element.

Based on this type of data, we proposed that, while ta(a)n may be
indirectly involved in the Agree relationship that results in the T head ac-
quiring the antecedent’s φ-features, it is not the source of this agreement.
Alternatively:

(350) The agreement under subject ta(a)n is not directly triggered by
ta(a)n.

Interestingly, this is far from being an anomalous conclusion. Rather,
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evaluated against the larger crosslinguistic tapestry, this is precisely the
result that we are led to expect.

11.1.5 The Anaphor Agreement Effect (AAE)

Rizzi (1990) observed that an anaphor cannot occur in positions con-
strued with agreement – a generalization that he termed the “Anaphor
Agreement Effect” (AAE). This was motivated by minimal pairs like
(351) and (352) in Italian, and analogous sentences in Icelandic (not
listed here):

(351) A
to

loro
them

import-a
matters-3sg

solo
only

di
of

se-stessi.
them-selves

“Theyi only matter to themselvesi.”
(352) * A

to
loro
them

interess-ano
interest-3pl

solo
only

se-stessi.
them-selves

“Theyi only interest themselvesi.”

Rizzi independently shows that the theme argument of interessano is
in the nominative case and triggers agreement, whereas that of importa
doesn’t. As we can see, this distinction seems to directly regulate the
grammaticality of these sentences: the anaphoric theme in (352) in
ungrammatical whereas that in (351) is licit. Woolford (1999) presents
typological evidence from a much wider spectrum of languages to present
a more nuanced version of Rizzi’s AAE. Woolford illustrates that, in
some languages, the presence of an anaphor in agreement-position doesn’t
lead to ungrammaticality: rather, the anaphor triggers a special form of
agreement which is not attested elsewhere in the agreement paradigm of
that language. This is demonstrated for Swahili below:

(353) Ahmed
Ahmed

a-na-ji/*m-penda
3sbj-prs-refl/*3obj-love

mwenyewe.
himself

“Ahmedi loves himselfi.” (emphatic)
(354) Ahmed

Ahmed
a-na-m-penda
3sbj-prs-3obj-love

Halima
Halima.

“Ahmed loves Halima.”

Based on examples like (353)-(354), Woolford modifies Rizzi’s original
AAE, proposing that (Woolford 1999, p. 264, ex.22)):

(355) “Anaphors do not occur in syntactic positions construed with
agreement, unless the agreement is anaphoric.”

In a more recent work, Tucker (2011) observes that languages may
employ the following linguistic strategies to avoid a violation of the AAE:
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(i) The reflexive in agreeing position is deleted altogether yielding an
intransitive with inherently reflexive interpretation. Inuit is a lan-
guage that supposedly exhibits this strategy.

(ii) The verb surfaces with default agreement: the Icelandic and Italian
examples originally discussed in Rizzi (1990) fall into this category.

(iii) The verb is marked with a special, “anaphoric” agreement, as in
Swahili (353), above.

(iv) The anaphor appears inside a PP or possessor DP and is thus
unable to trigger agreement: Greek, West Flemish, and the Malayo-
Polynesian language Selayarese supposedly employ this “protected
anaphora” strategy (see also Haegeman 2004).

(v) What looks like an anaphor is in fact a detransitivizing morpheme
(yielding a similar inherently reflexive interpretation as in (i)) –
i.e. not an actual argument and thus trivially not in agreement-
triggering position. Tucker proposes that French is such a language.

Based on the empirical generalizations above, Tucker proposes the fol-
lowing re-modified version of the AAE (Tucker 2011, p. 30, ex. 40)):

(356) “Anaphors do not occur in syntactic positions construed with
covarying φ-morphology.”

If we consider the Tamil facts in light of this, it seems at first like
Tamil trivially violates the generalization in (356). After all, given that
Tamil uniformly manifests subject-verb agreement, ta(a)n appears in the
subject position that is normally construed with co-varying φ-morphology
and, in a sentence like (357) (repeated from (349)), the φ-features on the
embedded verb under ta(a)n do match with those that we would expect
ta(a)n to have, given its antecedent:

(357) Ramani

Raman[nom]
[CP taan{i,∗j}

anaph[nom]i
Ãej-pp-aan-nnŭ]
win-fut-3msg-comp

so-nn-aan.
say-pst-3msg

“Ramani said [CP that he{i,∗j} would win]”

The point is that, as discussed in Section 11.1.4, the agreement under
ta(a)n doesn’t covary with it. This becomes clear when we add structures
with monstrous agreement under ta(a)n into the mix, as shown in (358),
repeated from (348):
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(358) Ramani

Raman[nom]
[CP taan{i,∗j}

anaph[nom]i
Ãej-pp-een-nnŭ]
win-fut-1sg-comp

so-nn-aan.
say-pst-3msg

“Ramani said [CP that he{i,∗j} would win]”

(357) and (358), taken together, show that agreement under ta(a)n is
special and that it is special in a way that is consistent with the gener-
alization in (356).

At the same time, we see that the way in which Tamil avoids a vi-
olation of the AAE (as stated in (356)) is different from any of the five
crosslinguistic strategies listed above. Neither the antecedent-matching
nor monstrous agreement under ta(a)n, given in (334) and (335) respec-
tively, is a type of default agreement which, we have seen, occurs under
quirky dative subjects and always surfaces as 3nsg. It is also not “spe-
cial” in the sense of Woolford (1999) – as, incidentally, suggested for
Tamil structures like (335) by Woolford herself. For it to count as spe-
cial in Woolford’s sense, the agreement features under ta(a)n must not be
attested elsewhere in that language – but as we have seen, the agreement
in these structures simply corresponds to the 1sg agreement and 3msg
agreement that is triggered by DPs with these φ-values. Finally, the
verbs under ta(a)n are also clearly not detransitivized, nor does ta(a)n
itself seem to be “protected” from triggering agreement by being enclosed
within a DP or PP.

11.1.6 Agreement strategy under ta(a)n

What, then, is the strategy that Tamil does employ? We have already
answered this question in Part I for the standard cases of long-distance
binding under subject ta(a)n and alluded to it again above. The agree-
ment that obtains under ta(a)n in these cases reflects the φ-features on
the antecedent of ta(a)n. This is most easily observed in a sentence where
there is more than one potential antecedent to choose from, and where
each potential antecedent bears a different specification for φ-features:

(359) Ramani

Raman[nom]
[CP Seethaj

Seetha[nom]
[CP taan{i,∗j}

anaph[nom]
païatt-æ
money-acc

tirŭã-in-aan-nnŭ]
steal-pst-3msg-comp

namb-in-aaí-ŭnnŭ]
believe-pst-3fsg-comp

paar-tt-aan.
see-pst-3msg

“Ramani saw [CP that Seethai believed [CP that he{i,∗j} stole the
money]].”

(360) Ramani

Raman[nom]
[CP Seethaj

Seetha[nom]
[CP taan{∗i,j}

anaph[nom]
païatt-æ
money-acc
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tirŭã-in-aaí-ŭnnŭ]
steal-pst-3fsg-comp

namb-in-aaí-ŭnnŭ]
believe-pst-3fsg-comp

paar-tt-aan.
see-pst-3msg

“Ramani saw [CP that Seethai believed [CP that she{∗i,j} stole the
money]].”

In (359), the antecedent of ta(a)n is the matrix subject Raman which de-
notes a male individual and thus triggers 3msg agreement on the matrix
verb. The agreement under ta(a)n matches these φ-features and is also
marked 3msg. In (360), the antecedent of ta(a)n is Seetha (denoting a
female individual) the subject of the intermediate clause: in this case,
the agreement under ta(a)n is marked 3fsg. These sentences thus show
that non-monstrous agreement under ta(a)n – which, indeed, represents
the default scenario – tracks the antecedent of ta(a)n.

Interestingly, monstrous agreement under ta(a)n tracks the antecedent
of this anaphor as well. Consider the examples below – the embedded
verbal agreement form is formatted in boldface for convenience:

(361) Ramani

Raman[nom]
[CP Krishnanj

Krishnan[nom]
[CP taan{j,∗i}

anaph[nom]
Seetha-væ
Seetha-acc

kaadali-kkir-een-nnŭ]
love-prs-1sg-comp

so-nn-aan-nnŭ]
say-pst-3msg-comp

keeívipa-úú-aan.
overhear-pst-3msg

“Ramani overheard [CP that Krishnanj said [CP that he{j,∗i} loves
Seetha.]]”

(362) Ramani

Raman[nom]
[CP Krishnanj

Krishnan[nom]
[CP taan{i,∗j}

anaph[nom]
Seetha-væ
Seetha-acc

kaadali-kkir-aan-nnŭ]
love-prs-3msg-comp

so-nn-aan-nnŭ]
say-pst-3msg-comp

keeívipa-úú-aan.
overhear-pst-3msg

“Ramani overheard [CP that Krishnanj said [CP that he{i,∗j} loves
Seetha.]]”

Monstrous agreement only obtains when the antecedent of ta(a)n is the
speaker of the immediately superordinate speech predicate, as in (361),
i.e. we have 1st-person agreement because the antecedent is 1st-person
with respect to the speech event denoted by the immediately superordi-
nate speech predicate. In the minimally varying sentence in (362), the
antecedent of ta(a)n is the matrix subject Raman which is the agent of
the non-speech predicate overhear – in this case, the agreement under
ta(a)n still tracks the antecedent but may not be monstrous. This is be-
cause the antecedent is not 1st or 2nd-person with respect to the speech
event denoted by the immediately superordinate speech predicate – i.e.
it is neither the speaker nor the hearer of the intensional speech context.
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However, the monstrous and non-monstrous agreement paradigms,
taken together, show that the agreement under ta(a)n never enters into
a direct relationship with the antecedent of ta(a)n. If we were to claim
that such a direct relationship did exist, we wouldn’t be able to explain
why the agreement matches the φ-features of the antecedent in the non-
monstrous case and differs from them in the monstrous one. Rather,
what we would like to claim is that the apparent relationship between
the agreement and the antecedent of ta(a)n comes out indirectly and is
mediated by the operator in [Spec, PerspP], as follows. This operator
corefers with the antecedent of ta(a)n in monstrous and non-monstrous
cases alike. If both the antecedent and the operator in [Spec, PerspP]
are evaluated against the same context, they will have always the same
phi-features, as in (359)-(360). If they are evaluated against different
contexts, they will have different person features. Specifically, if the
operator is evaluated against the intensional context associated with the
speech predicate whose agent the antecedent is, as in (361), the person
feature on the operator will be 1. The features on the agreement are
triggered by the operator in [Spec, PerspP] (just in case the clausemate
subject is anaphoric, i.e. ta(a)n, and cannot itself value the φ-features
on T). This yields the effect of a relationship between the agreement and
the antecedent, in monstrous and non-monstrous cases alike.

This leads us to the following generalization:

(363) The agreement under subject ta(a)n indirectly tracks the an-
tecedent of ta(a)n in monstrous and non-monstrous cases alike.

The answer to the question of what strategy Tamil employs to avoid a
violation of the AAE is thus as follows:

(364) The agreement-marking under an anaphor in agreement-triggering
position is originally triggered by some other element in its local
domain.

It is interesting to ask, at this juncture, how Tamil seems to be able to
“get away” with such a unique strategy, one that is moreover putatively
so rare typologically. The answer is that it may not be such a rare
strategy as it seems. We have already seen that the Niger Congo language
Donna SO seems to manifest a phenomenon that looks a lot like monstrous
agreement (as in (365)).

(365) Oumar
Oumar

[CP

[
inyemE
anaph[sbj]

jEmbO
sack.def

paza
drop

bolum]
left.1sg]

miñ
1sg.obj

tagi.
informed

“Oumari told me [CP that he{i,∗j} had left without the sack.]”
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Other languages, like Amharic, have been reported to manifest index-
ical shift in clauses containing a pro-dropped subject (Delfitto and Fiorin
2011, ultimately from Malamud (2006), formatting mine):

(366) Profäs@rui

professor
[CP proi

pro
bät’am
very

b@zu
much

s@ra
work

@-sär-allähu]
1sg-work.imp-aux.1sg

alä.
say.prf.3sg.masc

“The professori said [CP that hei works very hard].”

In such cases, the pro-dropped subject is tacitly treated as an obligato-
rily shifted 1st-person indexical that happens to be silent. However, as
Delfitto and Fiorin (2011, 219) correctly point out, there is no way to be
sure that these silent elements are in fact 1st-person pronouns; they could
just as well be anaphors (like ta(a)n) in a monstrous agreement config-
uration. As Delfitto and Fiorin further note, independent evidence that
such sentences may be interpreted de re is suggestive of the latter option.
It is thus possible that anaphors may appear in positions construed with
covarying φ-morphology but that, for some independent reason, many of
these are typically pro-dropped.

11.1.7 Where does monstrous agreement come from?

In our discussion of long-distance binding in Part I, we proposed that the
agreement under ta(a)n is triggered by the silent pronominal operator
hosted in the perspectival center of its phase – specifically, in [Spec,
Persp-CenterP]. This same operator, we argued, is also responsible for
binding ta(a)n at LF; this ensures by transitivity that the agreement
tracks the antecedent of ta(a)n, just as desired.

It’s an advantage of this approach that it can be naturally extended
to cases of monstrous agreement, as well. We have just seen that mon-
strous agreement also tracks the antecedent of ta(a)n – in other words,
that it is 1st-person precisely because the antecedent can be interpreted
as 1st-person with respect to a linguistic context associated with the
immediately superordinate speech predicate. So it’s clear that, in these
types of structures as well, the element that is responsible for binding
ta(a)n – namely the operator in [Spec, Persp-CenterP] – must also be
responsible for triggering agreement on its clausemate verb.

The core proposal that will allow us to tie these facts together is as
follows:

(367) In clauses with monstrous agreement under ta(a)n, the pronom-
inal operator in [Spec, Persp-CenterP] which is responsible for
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binding ta(a)n, is a shifted 1st-person indexical.

11.1.8 Summary of results

Our conclusions from this section may be summarized as follows:

(368) The relationship between anaphora and agreement:

i. The agreement under ta(a)n is not directly triggered by ta(a)n.
This is an instantiation of the AAE.

ii. All agreement under ta(a)n is originally triggered by the pro-
nominal operator in the (phase-)local [Spec, Persp-CenterP]
which binds ta(a)n. This accounts for the antecedent-tracking
property of monstrous and non-monstrous agreement alike.

iii. In cases of non-monstrous agreement, the pronominal opera-
tor is unshifted with respect to the utterance context.

iv. In cases of monstrous agreement, the pronominal operator is
a shifted 1st-person indexical with respect to the utterance
context; i.e. it is interpreted 1st-person with respect to the
intensional context introduced by the immediately superor-
dinate speech predicate.

11.2 The uniqueness of speech predicates

Now that we have established these points, we can turn to the next
piece of the puzzle, namely: why is indexical shift in the ta(a)n-clause
induced just in case the immediately superordinate verb is a type of
speech-predicate? I.e. what is the connection between the “speechiness”
of a verb and the availability of indexical shift in its scope? In this section,
I will present evidence from different types of crosslinguistic paradigms
to show that speech predicates are syntactico-semantically special, thus
different from all other classes of intensional predicate. Based on the
nature of this evidence, it will be seen that the uniqueness of speech
verbs has to do with the fact that their complements are structurally
larger than those of other predicate-classes – a property that can be
easily modelled within a cartographic framework of predicate selection
(Cinque 1999). This property will be seen to be at the root of the fact
that indexical shift obtains predominantly in the scope of such predicates.
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11.2.1 Motivating the uniqueness of speech predi-
cates

The literature on indexical shift doesn’t make a principled distinction
between speech-predicates and other types of intensional predicate. The
logic behind this (often tacit) conflation is a semantic one that presup-
poses a binary divide between intensional and extensional predicate-
types. However, in all the languages for which it has been reported,
indexical shift has been shown to privilege speech predicates over other
types of intensional verb.

Consider the table below, adapted from Anand (2006) (p. 110), which
illusrates the types of verbs induce indexical shift in a small sample of
the world’s languages:

Language Verb Class description
English all verbs no indexical shift.
Amharic,
Aghem

say optionally shifts 1st/2nd person
indexicals.

Navajo say optionally shifts 1st/2nd person
indexicals.

Zazaki say optionally shifts all 1st person
indexicals.

Tamil, Telugu say optionally shifts 1st-person ver-
bal agreement.

Donna SO (?) say obligatorily(?) shifts 1st-person
verbal agreement.

Slave tell optionally shifts 1st/2nd person
indexicals.

say obligatorily shifts 1st person
indexicals.

want optionally shifts 1st person
indexicals.

Uyghur all propositional
verbs

indexical shift.

Table 11.1: Mini-typology of indexical shift across languages

Table (11.1) shows that all these languages allow indexical shift under
propositional speech predicates. The fact that, in languages like Slave
and Uyghur, indexical shift is induced under the scope of non-speech
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predicates like want isn’t a counter-argument to this claim since, in
these languages, indexical shift also obtains under the scope of speech
predicates. In other words, there is no language that allows indexical
shift under non-speech predicates but not under speech-predicates.

That this is not accidental is confirmed by independent evidence
from morphosyntactic phenomena crosslinguistically, which also privi-
lege speech predicates.

11.2.2 Typological and syntactic evidence for the
uniqueness of speech predicates

Various types of typological and syntactic evidence suggest that, while
there is undeniably a relationship between speech- and attitude-predicates,
they is nevertheless a deep divide between the two. For instance, based
on a detailed survey of a wide typological array of languages, Cristofaro
(2005) points out that there is a strong implicational hierarchy in the
size of complement clauses that are selected by propositional predicates,
which in turn corresponds to the lexico-conceptual semantics of these
verbs. The implicational hierarchy she proposes is as follows:

(369) Complement size and anaphoric predicate hierarchy:
Speech » Thought » Knowledge » Direct perception
Implication for complement size: Speech complements are
structurally the largest; Direct perception complements are struc-
turally the smallest.

Interestingly, there is independent crosslinguistically robust empirical
support for this same hierarchy from a wide range of seemingly unrelated
linguistic phenomena. As already briefly discussed in Part I, Culy (1994)
reports, based on an investigation of anaphoric patterns in thirty-two lan-
guages, that the choice of structural environment in which an anaphor
may be bound is directly regulated by the hierarchy above. In a nutshell,
if an anaphor is licit in the complement of a certain class of predicate, it
is also licit in the scope of all predicate-classes to the left of it in (369).
For instance, if an anaphoric element is licensed in the complement of a
direct perception predicate, it is also licensed in the scope of knowledge,
thought, and speech predicates; if it is possible in the scope of a knowl-
edge predicate, it is also licensed under thought and speech predicates,
but is not necessarily licensed under direct perception verbs; and so on.

Speas (2004) extends Culy’s insights to the case of evidentials and
shows that the latter are also sensitive to the relative ordering above,
though the implicational direction is reversed. To quote Speas (Speas
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2004, pp. 263-4): “The more likely a predicate is to induce an anaphoric
context, the less likely it is to be a category in the evidential paradigm:
say is the predicate that is most likely to be anaphoric; hearsay is the cat-
egory that is least likely to be a part of an evidential paradigm.” Hooper
and Thompson (1973), classifying predicates according to somewhat dif-
ferent criteria, demonstrate that certain root-transformations such as
VP-preposing, topicalization, tag question formation, and left-dislocation
can apply to embedded clauses with a degree of ease that can be predicted
from the hierarchy above. Thus, root-transformations apply most easily
to speech predicates, and least easily to direct perception predicates:

(370) Root transformation – VP preposing:

a. Manu intends to marry her, and marry her he will!
b. Manu intends to marry her, and he says [CP that marry

her he will!]
c. * Manu intends to marry her, but he doubts [CP that marry

her he will!]

(371) Root transformation – Negative constituent preposing:

a. Never before had Sally seen such a crowd of daffodils.2

b. Sally exclaimed [CP that never before had she seen such a
crowd of daffodils.]

c. ?? Sally discovered [CP that never before had she seen such a
crowd of daffodils.]

d. * Sally wondered [CP whether ever before had she seen such
a crowd of daffodils.]

Thus, in the sentences above, VP-preposing – a root phenomenon, as
(370a) shows, is grammatical under a speech predicate, as in (370b) but
ungrammatical under a counterfactual one like that in (370c). Simi-
larly, negative constituent preposing, also a root phenomenon (371a),
is most easily available under the speech-verb exclaimed in (371b) and
is either marked or ungrammatical under other types of verbs ((371c)-
(371d)).3 Wiklund et al. (2009) extend Hooper and Thompson’s insight
to Scandinavian languages and use the possibility of embedded V2 in
these languages to confirm the ordering above.

2With apologies to William Wordsworth.
3Hooper and Thompson (1973) actually claim that verbs like discover (a member

of their “Class E” predicate-type) allow root transformations just as easily as speech
predicates do. I do think there is a real difference in grammaticality between the
sentences in (371b) and (371c), however, an intuition that native English speakers I
have consulted also share.
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Finally, in his pioneering work in Cinque (1999), Cinque presents
data to show that the relative ordering and interpretive scope of adver-
bial classes also respects the implicational predicate-hierarchy given in
(369). I.e. adverbs that modify speech-verbs, like frankly, lie outermost
in a sentence with a sequence of adverbs succeeded by evaluative ones like
fortunately, evidential ones like allegedly and reportedly, and then by epis-
temic adverbs like probably. These are in turn followed by adverb classes
that modify other predicate-types including non-propositional ones. A
full range of ordered adverbs for English is reproduced below (Cinque
1999, 47):

(372) frankly > fortunately > allegedly > probably > once/then > per-
haps > wisely > usually > already > no longer > always > com-
pletely > well.

This is a rigid ordering, as Cinque shows: an adverb may not precede
another that is higher than itself in the implicational hierarchy. Even
more strikingly, Cinque shows that this same hierarchy is reproduced to
a greater or lesser degree in a wide array of languages such as those of the
Romance family, Norwegian, Bosnian/Serbo-Croatian, Hebrew, Chinese,
Albanian, and Malagasy – to name only a few. A parallel hierarchy
emerges in the order of functional affixes modifying the various predicate-
classes in head-final languages. Cinque shows that in Korean, this same
ordering is reflected in the linear sequence of clause-final agglutinative
morphemes. Consider the following Korean sentence from Cinque (1999,
p. 53) – the idea is that any other relative ordering of suffixes would lead
to ungrammaticality:

(373) Ku
that

say-ka
bird-nom

cwuk-ess-keyss-kwun-a!
die-ant-epist-eval-decl

“That bird must have died!”

An analysis that views the fact that indexical shift is always induced
under the scope of propositional speech predicates as accidental would
be at a complete loss to deal with this range of data. Based on this type
of evidence, I will now take it as uncontroversial that speech predicates
are different from other types of predicate.

11.2.3 Modelling the uniqueness of speech predi-
cates

Based on the observation that the relative ordering of adverbs and head-
final affixes crosslinguistically is rigid, in the manner described above,
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Cinque (1999) argues that there is a designated position in a clause
for the relevant adverbs and functional heads which corresponds to the
syntactico-semantic types of the predicates that they modify. He pro-
poses a universal functional sequence of heads which is partially repro-
duced below:

(374) Speech Act » Evaluative » Evidential » Epistemological.

Speas (2004) proposes that different classes of propositional predicates
select complements of differing sizes on this hierarchy, and that this can
be used to explain the availability of things like evidential marking and
logophora in those embedded clauses.

Based on the discussion and empirical arguments above, I will now
assume without further argument that the major claims of this approach
are, indeed, correct and propose the following:

(375) Uniqueness of speech predicates:

i. Speech predicates are underlyingly different from other types
of predicate.

ii. The uniqueness of speech predicates is due to the fact that the
complements of such predicates are structurally larger than
those selected by other predicate-classes.

iii. Specifically, I propose that a propositional speech-predicate
selects a Speech-Act Phrase which monotonically contains
within it an Evaluative Phrase, an Evidential Phrase, and an
Epistemological Phrase, in the relative order given in (374).
These phrases constitute part of the C-layer in the left-peri-
phery of a clause.

How do we connect this to the fact that indexical shift obtains pre-
dominantly under the scope of speech-predicates crosslinguistically? As
we saw, despite their many differences, the standard analyses in the litera-
ture all share the intuition that indexical shift obtains when an indexical
pronoun is evaluated against an intensional context4 – specifically one
introduced by an immediately superordinate speech predicate – rather
than against the Kaplanian utterance context. The fact that indexi-
cal shift manifests itself on verbal agreement, a purely morphosyntactic
phenomenon, in Tamil additionally shows that these intensional variables

4Recall that my use of the term “intensional context” is not intended to suggest
that the type of information that is contributed by a speech predicate is ontologically
the same as a Kaplanian utterance context. All I mean by “intensional context” is a
sequence of mutually independent “rich” intensional indices that operate over modes
of person, time, world, and location.
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must be represented as early as the Narrow Syntax. In other words, these
variables must be represented in the form of features that are legible to
the syntactic module.

This isn’t a wholly novel idea: recent proposals along these lines
have been made by Speas (2004), Sigurðsson (2004), Baker (2008), Giorgi
(2010), among others. For instance, describing indexical shift in Slave,
a language of the Athapaskan family, Rice (1989, but see also the dis-
cussion of these facts in Baker (2008)) reports that there is a regular
correspondence between complementizer-deletion patterns and indexical
shift phenomena in this language. Specifically, she shows that the com-
plements of verbs that do not induce indexical shift can host overt com-
plementizers whereas those that do manifest indexical shift cannot. This
leads to differences in grammaticality like the following (Rice 1989, p.
1273, formatting mine):

(376) No indexical shift → Overt complementizer

John
John

[CP PerákePée
parka

wihsį
1sg.made

gú]
comp

kodįhshǫ.
3.know.area

“John knows [CP that I made a parka]”

(377) Indexical shift → *Overt complementizer

John
John

[CP PerákePée
parka

wihsį
1sg.made

(*gú)]
(*comp)

sedeyįdí.
3.told.1sg

“John told me [CP he made a parka]”

As Baker (2008, p. 131, fn.11) points out, such data provide strong evi-
dence that the contextual information responsible for inducing indexical
shift is present in the syntax, and additionally suggest that it is repre-
sented in the complementizer layer of the clause.

Based on such evidence, Baker (2008, pp. 125-6, ex. 29f) proposes
that:

(378) a. All matrix clauses and certain embedded clauses have two
special null arguments generated within the CP projection,
one designated S (for speaker) and the other A (for addressee).

b. In the absence of an overriding control relationship, S desig-
nates the person who produced the CP and A designates the
person who the CP was addressed to.

We can implement this idea within the cartographic model of clausal
selection described in (375) by proposing the following:

(379) Contextual Feature Generalization (CFG):
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a. For any language, only those clausal complements that con-
tain a Speech-Act Phrase are large enough to host intensional
contextual features in the syntax.

b. These contextual features are hosted in the specifier of the
Speech-Act Phrase.

11.2.4 Modelling the minimality restriction on mon-
strous agreement

One final point needs to be ironed out. We earlier observed a systematic
difference in the minimality restrictions on antecedence for ta(a)n in stan-
dard long-distance binding structures and those additionally involving
monstrous agreement in the ta(a)n-clause. We saw that the antecedent
of ta(a)n in the standard case may be several phasal domains away and,
in structures involving the so-called “logophoric” use of ta(a)n, may not
be even sententially represented. In contrast, it was observed that long-
distance ta(a)n-binding with monstrous agreement only obtains in the
propositional complement of a speech predicate – as illustrated again
below:

(380) * Mayai

Maya[nom]
[CP Deepaj

Deepa[nom]
[CP taani

anaph[nom]
school-ŭkkŭ
school[dat]

poo-r-een-nnŭ]
go-prs-1sg-comp

nene-tt-aaí-ŭnnŭ]
think-pst-3fsg-comp

so-nn-aaí.
say-pst-3fsg

“Mayai said [CP that Deepaj thought [CP that she{i,∗j} was
going to school.]]”

(381) Deepaj

Deepa[nom]
[CP Mayai

Maya[nom]
[CP taan{i,∗j}

anaph[nom]
school-ŭkkŭ
school[dat]

poo-r-een-nnŭ]
go-prs-1sg-comp

so-nn-aaí-ŭnnŭ]
say-pst-3fsg-comp

nene-tt-aaí.
think-pst-3fsg

“Deepaj thought [CP that Mayai said [CP that shei was going
to school.]]”

The data above shows, in other words, that the referent of a shifted in-
dexical in Tamil must be in the immediately superordinate clause. Baker
(2008) presents evidence from shifted indexical phenomena in other lan-
guages to show that this is actually a more general restriction and models
it as a Relativized Minimality condition on indexical binding.

However, it doesn’t seem like Relativized Minimality is the driv-
ing principle behind the antecedence restriction in monstrous agreement
structures like (381). Rather, this seems derivative of a more basic restric-
tion that the antecedent of ta(a)n in these cases must be the speaker of
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the intensional context that induces indexical shift. But the intensional
context itself is introduced in a clause by the speech predicate that se-
lects that clause (as per (379) above). Thus, it must ultimately be due
to a thematic restriction on the syntactico-semantic selectional proper-
ties of say. In other words, it must be a component of the meaning of
say that the agent of this predicate is set as the speaker of the inten-
sional context in its complement (again, as per (379)). It is well known
that thematic relationships are extremely local – thus, it is entirely ex-
pected that indexical shift must involve the direct clausal complement of
a speech predicate. Relativized Minimality effects on ta(a)n-antecedence
in monstrous agreement structures follow from this.

This conception of things is reminiscent of standard descriptions of
obligatory control, as in Chierchia (1989), Wurmbrand (2002), Landau
(2012). For instance, Wurmbrand states that: “In obligatory control con-
structions, the antecedent is thematically or grammatically uniquely de-
termined, the antecedent is obligatory, there are strict locality constraints
on the relation between the antecedent and the embedded subject, only
a sloppy interpretation is available under ellipsis, and only a de se inter-
pretation is possible for the embedded subject” (Wurmbrand 2002, 99).
Some of these properties – such as the obligatory de se reading of the
embedded subject – hold true for both monstrous and non-monstrous
structures with a ta(a)n-subject, alike. Thus, they reflect the properties
of the clausal subject anaphor and not those of the speaker of the in-
tensional context (which, I have proposed (379) above, is represented in
[Spec, Speech-ActP] in the complement of the speech predicate). What
is probative is the fact that, it is only in long-distance binding structures
that also involve monstrous agreement that the antecedent of ta(a)n is
obligatorily minimal and uniquely determined on thematic grounds.

(382) I thus propose that the relationship between the speaker of the
intensional context represented in the complement of a speech
verb and the agent of this verb is one of obligatory control.
I.e. it is a component of the meaning of this verb that its agent
is set as the speaker of the intensional context in its complement.

As both Chierchia (1989) and Wurmbrand (2002) discuss in detail,
obligatory control is a semantic relationship. There are thus different
possibilities for how it could be represented syntactically. Speaking in
terms of the case at hand, we could propose one of three possibilities:

(i) Semantically, the speech verb selects a property, not a proposition.
The unsaturated argument, corresponding to the controlled argu-
ment, is not syntactically represented at all. Rather, it is supplied
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later by a meaning postulate which is part of the denotation of the
(speech) predicate, and which asserts that this argument is obliga-
torily controlled by the agent of this predicate.

(ii) Semantically, the speech predicate still selects a property. But
the unsaturated argument is represented in the syntax, by some
sort of silent DP in [Spec, Speech-ActP]. This argument is then
abstracted over by a “propositional abstractor” (Chierchia 1989),
creating a property out of the proposition – this is the property
that the speech-verb selects. Obligatory control is thus derived via
variable binding by the agent of the speech predicate.

(iii) Semantically, the speech predicate selects for a proposition. Again,
there is a (silent) DP in [Spec, Speech-ActP] which represents
the speaker of the intensional context. Obligatory control by the
agent of the selecting speech predicate is thematically specified
(again via meaning postulate). This is a possibility explored in
Wurmbrand (2002) for certain types of infinitival constructions in
German which are propositional but have obligatory control read-
ings.

Any of these analytic options could be workable in the model being
developed here. At this time, I do not have any empirical grounds for
deciding among them. For the sake of concreteness, I will assume that
the speaker of the intensional context in the complement of the speech
predicate is syntactically represented, as described under (ii) and (iii)
above – specifically, in [Spec, Speech-ActP], as proposed in (379). I will
also assume that the complement of the speech predicate represents a
property, rather than a proposition, as described under (ii). Nothing of
substance rests on this choice for now, however, and all the results derived
below will transfer seamlessly if we adopt one of the other options. In
Section 12.3.1 of the following chapter, I will provide an explicit feature-
structure and semantics for the DP in [Spec, Speech-ActP] which denotes
the speaker of the intensional context in that clause.



Chapter 12

Analysis: when anaphora
meets agreement meets
indexicality

In this chapter, we will formalize our conclusions from the previous one to
derive a precise syntax and semantics for monstrous agreement structures
in Tamil. We will first flesh out the templatic hierarchy in (374) to yield
its specific instantiation in Tamil. With all the pieces of the puzzle
finally in place, we will then update our toolbox of features, syntactic
operations, and LF semantic rules from that developed in Parts I and II
for standard binding structures in Tamil. In particular, we will propose a
formal denotation for the Speech-Act head and investigate the nature of
the feature in [Spec, Speech-ActP] that will ultimately denote the speaker
of the intensional context introduced by a speech-predicate. With these
formalisms in hand, we will then walk through step-by-step derivations
of monstrous and non-monstrous agreement structures like those in (334)
and (335).

12.1 The clausal functional sequence in Tamil

Although some version of the functional sequence presented in (374) is
assumed to hold universally across languages, it is only a template that
helps make broad predictions about hierarchical relationships between
different predicate-classes. Subtle differences in the specific instantiations
of the categories represented in the Cinque hierarchy do obtain from one
language to the next. For instance, as Cinque (1999) and Speas (2004)
both note, languages may differ in the type of evidential marker they
express. I will argue below that languages may similarly vary in their

253
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choice of perspectival marker. Before proceeding to a formal analysis of
the monstrous and “regular” agreement paradigms in Tamil, it is thus
important to be clear about the specific nature and expression of the
relevant parts of the clausal functional sequence in this language. This
is the focus of this section.

12.1.1 Differences between speech and thought com-
plements

The first thing we must do is motivate the distinction between speech and
thought complements in Tamil. We have claimed that monstrous agree-
ment obtains predominantly in the scope of speech predicates, drawing
a distinction between these and all other intensional predicates includ-
ing predicates of thought and belief, like nene (think) and nambŭ (be-
lieve). We have modelled the uniqueness of speech predicates in this
sense by claiming that such predicates introduce a structurally larger
complement than the other classes of intensional predicate – specifically
one that contains a projection for Speech-ActP.

A concern is that the class of thought-predicate is believed to also
introduce a fairly large complement. Both tend to allow root trans-
formations to more or less equivalent degrees, as discussed in Hooper
and Thompson (1973). But under the account being proposed here, we
should expect there to be some detectable syntactic differences between
the complements of the two classes of predicate in addition to the licens-
ing of monstrous agreement. Such differences are indeed hard to find:
the two classes of predicate behave quite similarly in Tamil, just as they
have been reported to do in other languages. Nevertheless, speech and
thought verbs do differ systematically with respect to some other struc-
tural and interpretive properties, showing that the grammar does treat
them as belonging to distinct syntactico-semantic classes:

Speaker-oriented adverbs: A primarily speaker-oriented adverb like
satjamaa (truthfully/honestly) may more easily modify the
complement of a speech predicate than that of a thought predicate:

(383) Maya
Maya[nom]

[CP Raman
Raman[nom]

satjamaa
honestly

païatt-æ
money-acc

toãæ-læ-nnŭ]
touch.inf-neg-comp

saadi-tt-aaí.
swear-pst-3fsg

“Maya swore [CP that Raman honestly didn’t touch the
money]”
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(384) ? Maya
Maya[nom]

[CP Raman
Raman[nom]

satjamaa
honestly

païatt-æ
money-acc

toãæ-læ-nnŭ]
touch.inf-neg-comp

nene-tt-aaí.
think-pst-3fsg

“Maya thought [CP that Raman honestly didn’t touch
the money]” (Intended)

Neg-raising differences: Hooper and Thompson (1973) show that the
complements of thought predicates manifest Neg-raising whereas
those of speech predicates do not. Thus, in English, a sentence like:
“She didn’t think John was sick” may mean: “She thought John
wasn’t sick”. However, the same cannot be said of “She didn’t say
John was sick”; i.e. this doesn’t mean “She said John wasn’t sick”.
In other words, the negation in the sentence with the speech verb
simply negates the saying, not the proposition under it. The same
difference is found in Tamil as well:

(385) Raman
Raman[nom]

[CP Krishnan
Krishnan[nom]

varŭ-v-aan-nnŭ]
come-fut-3msg-comp

nenekkæ-læ.
think.inf-neg

“Raman didn’t think that Krishnan would come.”
= “Raman thought that Krishnan wouldn’t come.” (Possi-
ble reading)

(386) Raman
Raman[nom]

[CP Krishnan
Krishnan[nom]

varŭ-v-aan-nnŭ]
come-fut-3msg-comp

sollæ-læ.
say.inf-neg

“Raman didn’t say that Krishnan would come.”
̸= “Raman said that Krishnan wouldn’t come.”

Verb-deletion: The propositional speech predicate following a comple-
mentizer may be deleted altogether. In this case, the complemen-
tizer does “double-duty” and functions both as a subordinator and
as the speech-predicate. This is only possible if the deleted verb is
one of speech:

(387) Raman
Raman[nom]

[CP úiičær
teacher[nom]

tirŭmbi
return

va-r-
come-prs-

aar-ŭnnŭ]
3msg.hon-comp

so-nn-aan.
say-pst-3msg
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“Raman said [CP that the teacher was coming back].”
(388) Raman

Raman[nom]
[CP úiičær

teacher[nom]
tirŭmbi
return

va-r-
come-prs-

aar-ŭnn]-aan.
3msg.hon-comp-3msg

“Raman said [CP that the teacher was coming back].”
Not: “Raman thought [CP that the teacher was coming
back].”

Steever (2002) reports that the finite complementizer -(ŭ)nnŭ (Lit-
erary enrŭ) in these sentences is actually the “conjunctive form of
the verb ena ‘say”’ (Steever 2002, 97) – thus its ability to func-
tion as a speech-predicate on its own is not particularly surprising.
However, this seems to be a more general property across typolog-
ically unrelated languages. For instance, Sells (1987) describes a
very similar property for the Niger Congo language Tuburi, which
has a complementizer gā; Sells reports that this morpheme “carries
the force of speech itself” and that the speech predicate may be left
out altogether.

Gerundive formation: Gerundives are most easily formed under speech
predicates. Gerundive structures under speech verbs like say were
consistently rated as some of the most grammatical in my survey,
with high mean-values for grammaticality and low standard de-
viations. Gerundives are less easily formed under other types of
predicate, including the class of thought-predicate:

(389) Raman
Raman[nom]

[CP Krishnan
Krishnan[nom]

kaãæ-kkŭ
store-dat

poo-r-
go-prs-

ad-aagæ]
3nsg-nmlz

so-nn-aan.
say-pst-3msg

“Raman spoke [CP of Krishnan’s going to the store].”
(390) ? Raman

Raman[nom]
[CP Krishnan

Krishnan[nom]
kaãæ-kkŭ
store-dat

poo-r-
go-prs-

ad-aagæ]
3nsg-nmlz

nene-tt-aan.
think-pst-3msg

“Raman thought [CP of Krishnan’s going to the store].”

While it’s not entirely obvious how to explain these distinctions in struc-
tural terms, their existence does show that the grammar systematically
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distinguishes the complements of speech and thought verbs. It is reason-
able, then, to adopt the proposal that they differ in the presence of a
Speech-ActP in the former but not the latter.

12.1.2 Where does the PerspP fit in?

Next we must determine where in the clausal structure PerspP is encoded
in Tamil. To do this, we must first examine whether it makes sense to
propose that it is a part of the clausal functional sequence in the first
place. The formal representation of the PerspP, repeated from (252) in
Part II, is as follows:

(391) Formal representation of a Perspectival Center:

i. The perspectival center contains the coordinates pertaining
to the time, location, world, and/or mental information of
a salient perspective holder. These are hosted in a silent
pronominal operator * in the specifier of a Perspectival Phrase
(PerspP).

ii. Certain phases (at least some PPs, DPs, AspPs, CPs) contain
a PerspP by virtue of what they inherently “mean”.

iii. A phase has at most one PerspP.
iv. The phase containing a successfully bound anaphor must con-

tain a PerspP. The operator in [Spec, PerspP] Agrees with the
anaphor in its minimal phase and variable-binds it at LF.

v. A potential antecedent may not be asymmetrically c-commanded
by the PerspP it holds a perspective towards. The relation-
ship between the potential antecedent and this operator is
one of non-obligatory control.

The definition above suggests that the PerspP might not be a part
of the clausal functional sequence at all, but orthogonal to it, much like
Topic projections in the Rizzi (1997) sense.1 First, the fact that PerspP
may be hosted in non-clausal constituents like PP, AspP, and DP, as
we have shown, argues against the idea that it is functional information
specific to a CP. Second, as Speas (2004) and Culy (1994) show, evi-
dence from binding patterns across languages explicitly shows that this
information may be hosted at different heights for different clauses. For
instance, whereas some languages, like Donna SO only seem to allow long-
distance binding under speech predicates, suggesting that the PerspP in
this language is located fairly high (e.g. at the level of the Speech-ActP)

1Thanks to Peter Svenonius (p.c.) for bringing this important point to my atten-
tion.
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other languages, like Tamil, allow binding under all types of propositional
predicate, suggesting that it is positioned rather low.

I thus assume that the PerspP is not part of the rigid functional
sequence of a particular structural region like the clause.2 Rather, I
propose, in line with what we have already discussed in Part II of this
dissertation, that PerspP is a property of phases in general. It may
be interpreted as a kind of anchor which explicitly situates a phase in
connection with its sentential and salient discourse environments and
relates it in a particular way (along the mental, spatial, or temporal
dimensions) to an individual in this environment. In this sense, it is more
along the lines of a projection like Topic, although a detailed investigation
of the nature and extent of a possible connection between the two is
beyond the scope of the current discussion.

This said, we will still assume that PerspP is encoded in the same
structural position for all CPs in Tamil, so we should still be able to
discuss where in the CP this projection is represented relative to the
Speech-ActP. A central part of the current analysis has to do with the
idea that the Speech-ActP, which has been argued to be selected pre-
dominantly by speech predicates, is the highest projection of a CP. As
such, it is important to show that PerspP is indeed lower than it in the
structural hierarchy.

Evidence that this is so comes from the observation that any propo-
sitional predicate may induce long-distance binding of subject or object
ta(a)n in its scope in Tamil. Relevant illustrations are given below:

(392) Speech verbs:
Krishnani

Krishnan[nom]
Anand-kiúúej

Anand-all
[CP taan{i,*j}

anaph[nom]
rombæ
very

buddhisaali-nnŭ]
intelligent.man[nom]-comp

soll-i-ko-ïã-aan.
say-asp-koí-pst-3msg

“Krishnani told Anandj that he{i,∗j} was very intelligent.”
(393) Thought verbs:

Seethai

Seetha[nom]
[CP Ramanj

Raman[nom]
tann-æ{i,∗j}

anaph-acc
kaadali-kkir-aan-nnŭ]
love-prs-3msg-comp

2In contrast, monstrous agreement which is dependent on the presence of a Speech-
ActP in the ta(a)n-clause is contingent on the selectional properties of the immediately
superordinate predicate, as we have already seen. This, indeed, is why monstrous
agreement only obtains under predicates which select a Speech-ActP – like speech
predicates – and why the antecedent-anaphor relationship in such structures is strictly
minimal. Speech-ActP is also not found in non-clausal constituents. Thus Speech-
ActP is part of the rigid clausal functional sequence.
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tappaa
wrongly

nambŭ-gir-aaí.
believe-prs-3fsg

“Seethai wrongly believes [CP that Ramanj loves her{i,∗j}.]”
(394) Knowledge verbs:

Raman-ŭkkŭi

Raman-dat
[CP taan{i,∗j}

anaph.nom
pooúúi-læ
contest-loc

tookka-ppoo-gir-
lose-leave-prs-

aan-eŋgiradŭ]
3msg-rel

terijum.
know-pst-3nsg

“Ramani knew [CP that anaph{i,∗j} was going to lose in the con-
test.]”
Lit: “Ramani knew of his{i,∗j} going-to-lose in the race.”

Perhaps even more tellingly, ta(a)n can be long-distance bound even
under the scope of predicates that are traditionally classed as “non-finite”
or “less finite”, as in the object control structure in (395a) and gerundival
complement in (395b):

(395) Object ta(a)n in infinitival and gerundival complements:

a. Rukminii
Rukmini[nom]

Krishnan-æj

Krishnan-nom
[CP pro{j,∗i}

pro
tann-æ{i,∗j}

anaph-acc
kaappaatt-æ]
rescue-inf

veeïã-in-aaí.
pray-pst-3fsg

“Rukminii prayed to Krishnanj [CP pro{j,∗i} to rescue her{i,∗j}.]”
b. Paijan-ŭkkŭi

Boy-dat
[DP akkaj

sister[nom]
tann-æ{i,∗j}

anaph-acc
school-ŭkkŭ
school-dat

tajjaar-sej-dadŭ]
ready-make-ger

rombæ
much

piãi-tt-adŭ.
like-pst-3nsg

“[The boy]i liked (his{i,∗j}) sister’s getting him{i,∗j} ready
for school very much.”

Additional indirect evidence for the relative ordering of Speech-ActP
and PersP comes from interactions with the evidential marker -aam which
attaches to the end of a clause:

(396) Raman
Raman[nom]

neettikkŭ
yesterday

veelæ-kkŭ
work-dat

rombæ
very

veegam-aa
quick-adv

naãandŭ-
walk.asp-

poo-n-aan-aam.
go-pst-3msg-evid

“Yesterday, Raman apparently walked to work very quickly.”

As we have already seen, languages vary in the type of evidential marker
they choose to instantiate which in turn corresponds to the kind of ev-
idence that the morpheme denotes. The evidence could be of a direct
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nature as, for instance, if the speaker were to directly experience it; al-
ternatively, the evidence could be less direct, resulting, for instance, from
personal inference. Least indirect of all is hearsay – evidence based on
a verbal report made to the speaker of the utterance context. By care-
fully investigating evidential morphemes in a range of languages, Speas
argues that different types of evidential markers target different desig-
nated projections along the clausal functional sequence. In other words,
she proposes that there is no monolithic “Evidential Phrase” category.
Based on Speas’ categorization, Tamil -aam seems to be a (structurally)
high evidential corresponding to evidence that is reported to the speaker
of the utterance context. But it is unclear at this juncture exactly how
high it is in the clausal functional sequence.

Regardless, sentences like (397) below show that the PerspP in a CP
may be present in an embedded EvidP in Tamil:

(397) Ramani

Raman[nom]
Krishnan-kiúúærŭndŭ
Krishnan-abl

[CP taan{i,∗j}

anaph[nom]
paris-æ
prize-acc

Ãej-čč-aan-aam-ŭnnŭ]
win-pst-3msg-evid-comp

keeívipa-úú-aan.
find.out-pst-3msg

“Ramani found out from Krishnan [CP that he{i,∗j} apparently
won the prize].”

One piece of potential evidence for the relative hierarchy of PerspP and
EvidP comes from interactions with the question and exclamative parti-
cles in the following examples:

(398) Raman
Raman[nom]

neettikkŭ
yesterday

veelæ-kkŭ
work-dat

rombæ
very

veegam-aa
quick-adv

naãandŭ-
walk.asp-

poo-n-aan-aa?
go-pst-3msg-q

“Did Raman walk very quickly to work yesterday?”
(399) Raman

Raman[nom]
neettikkŭ
yesterday

veelæ-kkŭ
work-dat

rombæ
very

veegam-aa
quick-adv

naãandŭ-
walk.asp-

poo-n-aan-ee!
go-pst-3msg-excl

“Raman walked very quickly to work yesterday!”

The question particle -aa and exclamative particle -ee seem to be Speech-
Act Mood markers under the Cinque system delineated above since they
mark “the basic illocutionary force of a sentence (Cinque 1999, 84)”.

Now, when the evidential marker co-occurs with one of these Speech-
Act markers, only one relative ordering is licit – the Speech-Act marker
must come outermost. This, indeed, is what we expect, given the Mirror
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Principle, if the phrase containing the evidential marker is lower on the
clausal spine than the Speech-Act Phrase:

(400) Evidential + Yes/No Question Marker:

a. Raman
Raman[nom]

neettikkŭ
yesterday

veelæ-kkŭ
work-dat

rombæ
very

veegam-aa
quick-adv

naãandŭ-
walk.asp-

poo-n-aan-aam-aa?
go-pst-3msg-evid-q

“Did Raman apparently walk to work very quickly yester-
day?”

b. * Raman
Raman[nom]

neettikkŭ
yesterday

veelæ-kkŭ
work-dat

rombæ
very

veegam-aa
quick-adv

naãandŭ-
walk.asp-

poo-n-aan-aa-aam?
go-pst-3msg-q-evid

“Did Raman apparently walk to work very quickly yester-
day?” (Intended)

(401) Evidential + Exclamative Marker:

a. Raman
Raman[nom]

neettikkŭ
yesterday

veelæ-kkŭ
work-dat

rombæ
very

veegam-aa
quick-adv

naãandŭ-
walk.asp-

poo-n-aan-aam-ee!
go-pst-3msg-evid-excl

“Raman apparently walked to work very quickly yester-
day!”

b. * Raman
Raman[nom]

neettikkŭ
yesterday

veelæ-kkŭ
work-dat

rombæ
very

veegam-aa
quick-adv

naãandŭ-
walk.asp-

poo-n-aan-aa-ee-aam!
go-pst-3msg-excl-evid

“Raman apparently walked to work very quickly yester-
day!” (Intended)

This suggests that the evidential marking is in a position lower than the
Speech-Act Phrase which houses the question and exclamative suffixes
-aa and -ee, respectively. Since a detailed investigation of the functional
sequence in the clausal left-periphery in Tamil is outside the scope of the
current discussion, I simply label the projection for the evidential marker
“High Evidential Phrase” (High-EvidP).

Returning then to the position of PerspP, recall that it is able to oc-
cur in non-finite clause types, as shown by the possibility of long-distance
binding into such clauses in the examples in 395. We might expect these
clauses to be structurally reduced (Wurmbrand 2001), and indeed, the
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addition of a speech-act interrogative/exclamative marker or an eviden-
tial marker to the embedded CPs in these sentences is impossible:

(402) * Rukminii
Rukmini[nom]

Krishnan-æj

Krishnan-nom
[CP pro{j,∗i}

pro
tann-æ{i,∗j}

anaph-acc
kaappaatt-a-aam]
rescue-inf-evid

veeïã-in-aaí
pray-pst-3fsg

“Rukminii prayed to Krishnanj [CP pro{j,∗i} to apparently res-
cue her{i,∗j}].” (Intended)

(403) * Rukminii
Rukmini[nom]

Krishnan-æj

Krishnan-nom
[CP pro{j,∗i}

pro
tann-æ{i,∗j}

anaph-acc
kaappaatt-a-ee]
rescue-inf-excl

veeïã-in-aaí
pray-pst-3fsg

“Rukminii prayed to Krishnanj [CP pro{j,∗i} to rescue her{i,∗j}!].”
(Intended)

This suggests that, while gerundival and infinitival embedded clauses
such as those in (395a) and (395b) are too small to host Speech-Act
and evidential markers, they are still large enough to host a perspectival
phrase which can bind ta(a)n. Based on this type of evidence, I will
thus conclude that PerspP is structurally below both Speech-ActP and
High-EvidP, leaving us with the following partial hierarchy for CPs in
Tamil:

(404) Speech-ActP» High-EvidP» PerspP.

12.2 Summary of results

We now have all the pieces of the puzzle on hand and are ready to analyze
the Tamil minimal pair in (305) vs. (304) which triggered the discussion
in this series of chapters. Let us lay the pieces on the table:

I. The embedded agreement in (305) reflects indexical shift in the em-
bedded CP of this sentence. It is a type of “monstrous agreement”.

II. Contra the claims of Schlenker (2003b, and subsequent), anaphors
and obligatorily shifted indexicals are underlyingly different ele-
ments. Contra Anand (2006), Dravidian ta(a)n is not an obligato-
rily shifted indexical but an anaphor.

III. The verbal agreement, monstrous or otherwise, that surfaces under
ta(a)n in subject position is not triggered directly by ta(a)n but has
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a different ultimate source. This is an instantiation of the Anaphor
Agreement Effect/AAE.

IV. Propositional predicates crosslinguistically are hierarchically or-
dered in a functional sequence with respect to the size of their
clausal complements. Tamil obeys the templatic hierarchy pro-
vided in (374) and has the following partial hierarchy in the clausal
left-periphery:
Speech-ActP (largest) » High-EvidP » PerspP.

V. Information pertaining to the intensional context is structurally
represented as early as the Narrow Syntax. Intensional-context
features are present in [Spec, Speech-ActP] and are responsible for
the syntactic derivation of indexical shift phenomena.

VI. The intensional-context variable introduced by the Speech-Act head
is obligatorily controlled. It gets variable-bound by the agent of
the selecting speech predicate, in the sense of Chierchia (1989).
This yields the result that indexical shift always obtains in the
propositional complement of a speech-predicate and that the an-
tecedent of ta(a)n in such structures is always the agent of this
speech verb

VII. The fact that indexical shift always obtains in the immediate scope
of speech predicates crosslinguistically is thus not an accident but
results directly from the syntactico-semantics of speech-predicates
modelled in the manner described above.

These are the core theoretical insights we have developed. Below, I
develop a formalization of these ideas.

12.3 Toolbox of features, structures, and
rules

Let us consider again the relevant monstrous agreement and non-monstrous
agreement paradigms in Tamil:

(405) Ramani

Raman[nom]i
[CP taan{i,∗j}

anaph[nom]i
Ãej-pp-een-nnŭ]
win-fut-1sg-comp

so-nn-aan.
say-pst-3msg

“Ramani said [CP that he{i,∗j} would win.]”
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(406) Ramani

Raman[nom]i
[CP taan{i,∗j}

anaph[nom]i
Ãej-pp-aan-nnŭ]
win.fut-3msg-comp

paar-tt-aan.
see.pst-3msg

“Ramani saw [CP that he{i,∗j} would win.]”

In order to formally derive these structures in the syntax, we need
to know the syntactic representation of their key players. This involves
knowing, at the very minimum:

(i) The features of the intensional context in [Spec, Speech-P].

(ii) The features on the local syntactic binder of ta(a)n: the operator
in [Spec, Persp-P].

(iii) The properties of φ-features, in particular, the nature of 3rd-person.

(iv) The features on ta(a)n and those on its antecedent DP.

We already have much of this information. We will thus focus our
attention on (i), the relationship between (i) and (ii), and the represen-
tation of the 3rd-person feature (iii).

12.3.1 Features on the intensional context in [Spec,
Speech-ActP]

We have seen that monstrous agreement in Tamil instantiates indexical
shift for 1st-person. But there isn’t clear evidence suggesting that other
types of indexicals may also shift in this language. Thus, in the monstrous
agreement example in (407), Raman is going to hit you, not Krishnan;
and he is going to do so today, and did not already do so yesterday:3

(407) Ramani

Raman
neettikkŭt−1utt

yesterday
Krishnan-kiúúæj

Krishnan-all
[CP taan{i,∗j}

anaph[nom]
onn-
you-

æ∗j,Addrutt

acc
innikkŭtutt,∗t−1utt

today
aãikka-ppoo-r-een-nnŭ]
hit-go-prs-1sg-comp

so-nn-aan-
say-pst-3msg-

aam.
evid

“Ramani apparently told Krishnanj [CP that he{i,∗j} was going to
hit youAddrutt,∗j todaytutt,∗t−1utt

.]]]”

3In fact, even the 1st-person pronoun naan in Tamil behaves like a rigid Kaplanian
indexical, as we already saw. I will propose that this is because naan is explicitly
specified to only refer to the speaker of the utterance context, just as discussed in
Schlenker (2003b) for rigid “English-like” indexicals.
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I will thus make the more minimal assumption, for now, that only the con-
textual coordinate for speaker is syntactically represented, thus shiftable,
in [Spec, Speech-ActP].

The simplest and most intuitive way to represent the speaker of the in-
tensional context syntactically is as a pronoun. In Part I, we represented
the operator in [Spec, PerspP] as a pronoun with a valued Dep-feature.
It is tempting to employ the same strategy with the pronoun in [Spec,
Speech-ActP], as well. However, the Dep-feature plays a specific role in
the derivation of syntactic binding relations, as captured by its definition,
repeated below:

(408) The Dep feature:

i. A Dep feature marks two DPs X and Y that are in a syntactic
binding dependency with one another.

ii. Dep takes integers or letters as value. The assignment func-
tion maps these values to salient entities in the evaluation
context.

iii. Two elements with matching Dep values will thus denote the
same entity in the evaluation world and are construed to be
in a binder-bindee relationship with one another.

However, we will see that the DP in [Spec, Speech-ActP] doesn’t itself
enter into a formal syntactic dependency with another element in its local
domain. Rather, we will see that it represents an anchoring point for the
interpretation of person features in the local syntactic structure, which
restricts reference assignment at LF in systematic ways.

Thus, in the interests of simplicity, I will assume that the DP in [Spec,
Speech-ActP] just has a privative D feature, and denotes a variable. I will
assume, again for simplicity, that it doesn’t have any φ-features, since
they will play no crucial role in the implementation. It is not an anaphor
in the syntactic sense because it has no unvalued features. However,
it is an anaphor in the LF-semantic sense because the variable gets λ-
abstracted over and ultimately saturated by the agent of the selecting
speech predicate. I assume, following Chierchia (1989), that the choice of
agent vs. a DP that is potentially minimally closer (like a superordinate
goal object) as the controller is explicitly asserted via meaning postulate
as part of the denotation of the speech predicate.

This is all we need to say about the contextual feature at present.
Let us now review our assumptions about the other main features in the
monstrous and non-monstrous agreement paradigms in Tamil.
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12.3.2 The relationship between [Spec, PerspP] and
[Spec, Speech-ActP]

In the syntax, the DP in [Spec, PerspP] has a valued Dep-feature, valued
φ-features and a D feature, whereas the one in [Spec, Speech-ActP] has
just a D feature. The lack of a Dep-feature on the DP in [Spec, Speech-
ActP] means that we don’t expect any syntactically driven referential
dependency between the two DPs. This in turn means that we neither
expect them to be obligatorily coreferent nor obligatorily non-coreferent
with one another. In other words, we expect them to be able to corefer
on occasion and refer independently otherwise.

This is empirically borne out. Consider the sentences in (410) below
– the agreement marking on the embedded verb in the ta(a)n-clause is
marked in boldface in each:

(409) Krishnani

Krishnan[nom]
[CP Ramanj

Raman[nom]
[CP taanj

anaph[nom]
paris-æ
prize-acc

Ãej-tt-een-nnŭ]
win-pst-1sg-comp

so-nn-aan-nnŭ]
say-pst-3msg-comp

kaïãŭpiãi-tt-aan.
discover-pst-3msg

“Krishnani discovered [CP that Ramanj said [CP that hej won the
prize.]]”

(410) Krishnani

Krishnan[nom]
[CP Ramanj

Raman[nom]
[CP taani

anaph[nom]
paris-æ
prize-acc

Ãej-tt-aan-nnŭ]
win-pst-3msg-comp

so-nn-aan-nnŭ]
say-pst-3msg-comp

kaïãŭpiãi-tt-aan.
discover-pst-3msg

“Krishnani discovered [CP that Ramanj said [CP that hei won the
prize.”]]

The only difference between the sentences in (409) and (410) is the choice
of antecedent for ta(a)n, which in turn drives the difference in agreement
on the clausemate verb under ta(a)n. In (409), the antecedent of ta(a)n
is the agent of the immediately superordinate speech predicate Raman;
as we have come to expect by now, the clausemate verb of ta(a)n in
embedded subject position shows monstrous (1sg) agreement. In (410),
the antecedent of ta(a)n is the matrix subject Krishnan which is not
the agent of a speech predicate (and even if it were, it is not in the
clause that directly selects the ta(a)n-clause). As such, the agreement
under ta(a)n, which still tracks the antecedent, shows non-monstrous
agreement whose φ-features match those of Krishnan, as expected.

But if we take a closer look at (410), we see that the DPs in [Spec,
Speech-ActP] and [Spec, PerspP] denote different entities in the evalu-
ation context. In (410), the DP in [Spec, Speech-ActP] is obligatorily
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controlled by the agent of the selecting speech predicate which denotes
Raman. However, the antecedent of ta(a)n in (410) is not Raman, but
Krishnan; the Dep-value of the operator in [Spec, Persp-P] will thus end
up denoting Krishnan.

12.3.3 The φ-featural relationship between PerspP,
ta(a)n and T

In the previous chapter, we proposed that the relationship between anaphora
and agreement be modelled as follows:

(411) The relationship between anaphora and agreement:

i. The agreement under ta(a)n is not directly triggered by ta(a)n.
This is an instantiation of the AAE.

ii. All agreement under ta(a)n is originally triggered by the pronom-
inal operator in the local [Spec, PerspP] which binds ta(a)n.
This accounts for the antecedent-tracking property of mon-
strous and non-monstrous agreement alike.

iii. In cases of non-monstrous agreement, the pronominal opera-
tor in [Spec, PerspP] is unshifted with respect to the utter-
ance context.

iv. In cases of monstrous agreement, the pronominal operator in
[Spec, PerspP] is a shifted 1st-person indexical with respect
to the utterance context; i.e. it is interpreted as 1st-person
with respect to the intensional context introduced by the im-
mediately superordinate speech predicate.

The pronominal operator in [Spec, PerspP], ta(a)n, and the T head
under ta(a)n have the following set of features:

Operator in [Spec, PerspP]: This is a deictic pronoun. It has a val-
ued Dep-feature, and a full set of valued φ-features.

ta(a)n: ta(a)n is syntactically and semantically an anaphor. It has an
unvalued set of φ-features, and an unvalued Dep-feature. It is thus
featurally “minimal” in the sense of Kratzer (2009).

T: The T head has an unvalued set of φ-features.

The operator in [Spec, PerspP] enters into a syntactic Agree relationship
with ta(a)n for the Dep-feature. As discussed in detail in Parts I and
II, this will be interpreted as a binding relationship between the two
elements at LF: the operator will bind ta(a)n since it asymmetrically
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c-commands the latter. The clausemate T head of ta(a)n will probe to
get its φ-features valued. Tamil manifests subject-verb agreement thus T
will try to get its features checked against ta(a)n, in sentences where the
latter is the syntactic subject. However, ta(a)n also has an unvalued set
of φ-features thus will not be able to value these features on T. The two
will thus enter into a feature-sharing relationship (Pesetsky and Torrego
2007) for the relevant features which will continue to probe and ultimately
get valued by the operator in [Spec, PerspP]. This is the basic scenario
for deriving monstrous as well as non-monstrous agreement under subject
ta(a)n.

Let us now look at the specific details involved in deriving monstrous
agreement in this model, as in a sentence like (412):

(412) Ramani

Raman[nom]
[CP taan{i,∗j}

anaph[nom]i
Ãej-pp-een-nnŭ]
win-fut-1sg-comp

so-nn-aan.
say-pst-3msg

“Ramani said [CP that he{i,∗j} would win]”

For monstrous agreement to obtain, two conditions must simultaneously
hold: first, the operator in [Spec, PerspP] must be born with a 1st-
person feature denoting the speaker of the context of evaluation; second,
the context of evaluation must be the intensional context introduced by
a superordinate speech predicate, and not the utterance context. The
operator will value the Dep-feature on ta(a)n and bind it at LF. The
value of this Dep-feature will be mapped onto the speaker of the in-
tensional context, due to the presuppositional restriction induced by the
1st-person feature on the operator. The DP that linguistically represents
this speaker, namely the agent of the superordinate speech predicate,
will thus be construed as the antecedent of ta(a)n. In the syntax, the op-
erator in [Spec, PerspP] will also have straightforwardly valued φ-feature
agreement on T and ta(a)n as 1st person, but the agreement on T will
look “monstrous” because it will track the antecedent of ta(a)n, namely
the DP denoting the speaker of the intensional context.

When there is no Speech-ActP selected in the ta(a)n-clause and thus
no representation of an intensional-context, the person feature on the
operator in [Spec, PerspP] must be interpreted relative to the utterance
context (as this is the only context available). If this operator is born
with a 1st-person feature, it will thus be interpreted at LF as the speaker
of the utterance context. It will then value the φ-features on both ta(a)n
and T as 1st-person and the Dep-feature on ta(a)n, just as before. These
Agree operations will go through mechanistically and unproblematically.
However, the derivation will crash at LF, specifically at the point where
the Dep-values on both ta(a)n and the operator in [Spec, PerspP] are
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mapped onto the speaker of the utterance context. This, I will propose,
is because ta(a)n is inherently specified not to refer to a participant of
the utterance context: this is assumed to be a part of its denotation. I
will return to a fuller discussion of the nature of this restriction in the
next section.

What happens in cases where we have 3rd-person agreement in the
embedded ta(a)n-clause, as in (413) below?

(413) Ramani

Raman[nom]
[CP taan{i,∗j}

anaph[nom]i
Ãej-pp-aan-nnŭ]
win-fut-3msg-comp

so-nn-
say-pst-

aan.
3msg

“Ramani said [CP that he{i,∗j} would win.]”

This, of course, has to do with what 3rd-person means. Here it is impor-
tant to distinguish the featural representation of 3rd-person in the syntax
and the potential use of underspecification in the spell-out of 3rd-person
forms, from the semantic interpretation of 3rd-person. While there is a
lively debate with respect to the former (Harley and Ritter 2002, Bobaljik
2008), there is general consensus about the latter. The standard assump-
tion is that 3rd-person denotes an entity that is neither the speaker nor
the hearer of the context of evaluation.4

Consider again the sentence in (413). The agreement under ta(a)n
tracks the antecedent of ta(a)n – namely the agent of the matrix speech
predicate, Raman. Since the ta(a)n-clause is selected by this speech pred-
icate, it contains a Speech-ActP which hosts the intensional context in-
troduced by this verb, including the information that Raman denotes its
speaker. The 3rd-person agreement under ta(a)n is triggered by the op-
erator in [Spec, PerspP] – thus, this operator must itself be born with a
3rd-person feature. Under the intended reading, Raman is the antecedent
of ta(a)n, which means that the Dep-feature on the operator and ta(a)n
must have been mapped onto Raman in the context of evaluation. But
this leads to a peculiar state of affairs. Specifically: how could the op-
erator refer to the speaker of the intensional context if it is, as we have
argued, born with a 3rd-person feature and 3rd-person explicitly denotes
an entity that is not the speaker (or hearer) of the evaluation context?

The only reasonable explanation, it seems, must be that the context
of evaluation in this case is not the intensional context, but the con-
text of utterance. The operator is in fact 3rd-person with respect to the
utterance-context. I.e. Raman is, indeed, neither the speaker nor the

4Thanks to Thomas McFadden and Peter Svenonius for clarifying this distinction
with me.
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hearer of the utterance context. But this conception of things entails
that the operator in [Spec, PerspP] itself doesn’t “care” what its context
of evaluation is. This might seem to be a controversial assumption un-
der a context overwriting analysis like that of Anand (2006) where it is
assumed that there is only one linguistically represented contender for
context of evaluation. Under the current approach, however, we have
been consistent in claiming that the context of utterance is really a dif-
ferent sort of entity from the intensional context.

Empirical evidence in favor of this position comes from the fact that,
even in domains where there is a locally available intensional context,
certain elements like naan (I) or nii (you) seem to be able to “pop out”
and be interpreted relative to the context of utterance:

(414) Mayai

Maya
[CP taan{i,∗j}

anaph[nom]
enn-æAuthutt

me-acc
paar-tt-een-nnŭ]
see-pst-1sg-comp

so-nn-aaí.
say-pst-3fsg

“Mayai said [CP that she{i,∗j} had seen meAuthutt
.].”

In (414), the matrix speech predicate induces monstrous agreement under
ta(a)n in its clausal complement. Thus, the intensional context pertain-
ing to this verb must be represented in the embedded clause. However,
the direct object ennæ (me) in this clause must still be interpreted as
1st-person relative to the context of utterance – i.e. it refers to me, Sand-
hya. This type of evidence shows two things. It shows, first, that certain
indexicals are prespecified to be interpreted relative to the context of
utterance. Second, and relatedly, it illustrates that the utterance con-
text may never be fully overwritten – it’s always linguistically present
at some level, although it may not be syntactically represented like the
intensional context is.

I will assume therefore that the operator in [Spec, PerspP] is truly
underspecified with respect to its context of evaluation and that this is
thus determined only at LF. For the sentence in (413) to go through, we
need the operator (and by extension ta(a)n) to denote Raman while still
maintaining the presupposition, contributed by its 3rd-person feature,
that it is not the speaker of the context of evaluation. Thus, (413) can
only be consistently interpreted if the context of evaluation is the context
of utterance.

But we must now iron out another potential wrinkle. We have already
seen how monstrous agreement is derived in sentences like (412). The
details of this derivation remain unchanged. However, given our new
assumption that the operator in [Spec, PerspP] is underspecified with
respect to its context of evaluation (at LF), we must ensure that it isn’t
interpreted relative to the context of utterance when it is born with a
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1st-person feature. If it were interpreted against the utterance context, it
would denote the speaker of this context resulting, in turn, in ta(a)n also
denoting this entity. However, ta(a)n may independently not refer to the
speaker (or hearer) of the utterance context, as we have seen. This, I
propose below, is encoded as a semantic restriction in the denotation of
ta(a)n. Therefore, when the operator in [Spec, PerspP] is born with a 1st-
person feature, it will be forced to be evaluated against the intensional
context – yielding the monstrous agreement scenario in (412).

In the section below, we will discuss more explicitly how to model
this restriction on ta(a)n.

12.3.4 Deriving the 3rd-person antecedence restric-
tion on ta(a)n

The indexical pronouns naan and nii are always interpreted deictically, as
the speaker and hearer, respectively, of the utterance context. Thus, even
in clauses that are embedded under soll (say), these proforms may not
refer to the speaker or hearer coordinates (respectively) of the minimal
intensional context introduced by this speech predicate (unless they are
interpreted as quoted strings):

(415) Raman
Raman[nom]

[CP naan
I[nom]

paris-æ
prize-acc

Ãej-čč-een-nnŭ]
win-pst-1sg-comp

so-nn-aan.
say-pst-3msg

“Raman said [CP that I had won the prize.]”
!I"c,g = Speaker of the utterance context

(416) Raman
Raman[nom]

Krishnan-kiúúæ
Krishnan-all

[CP nii
you[nom]

paris-æ
prize-acc

Ãej-čč-aaj-ŭnnŭ]
win-pst-2sg-comp

so-nn-aan.
say-pst-3msg

“Raman told Krishnan [CP that you had won the prize.]”
!you"c,g = Hearer of the utterance context.

We have observed right from the beginning of the dissertation that
ta(a)n may not be anteceded the speaker or hearer of the utterance con-
text – given (415) and (416) above, this means that it cannot be ante-
ceded by naan or nii:
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(417) * Naani

I[nom]
[CP taani

anaph[nom]
school-ŭkkŭ
school-dat

poo-r-een-nnŭ]
go-prs-1sg-comp

so-nn-een.
say-pst-1sg

“Ii said [CP that Ii am going to school.]” (Intended)
(418) * Niii

you[nom]
[CP taani

anaph[nom]
school-ŭkkŭ
school-dat

poo-r-een/aaj-nnŭ]
go-prs-1sg/2sg-comp

so-nn-aaj.
say-pst-2sg

“Youi said [CP that youi are going to school.]” (Intended)

We have just proposed that this restriction is because ta(a)n is inherently
specified to not denote a participant of the utterance context but haven’t
really explained it in detail. Now that we have our feature-specifications
on all the key players fully determined, we are in a position to do so.

Given our analysis of monstrous agreement structures as involving a
1st-person shifted indexical binding ta(a)n, we cannot simply say that
ta(a)n is itself specified 3rd-person or is incompatible with 1st-person in
general, claiming in other words, that 1st-person as evaluated against
an intensional context is licit, but that 1st-person as evaluated against
the utterance context is not. The antecedence restriction on ta(a)n thus
cannot be modelled as a restriction against a particular value for person
but must take into account the context of evaluation for that person
feature as well. The same point can be made with respect to 2nd person
as well.

Note that it is not especially stipulative or otherwise odd to state
that ta(a)n is negatively specified with respect to the utterance con-
text.5 After all, we know that there are elements in natural language –

5At first glance, it seems like this is an unnecessarily strong claim. Peter Svenonius
(p.c.) suggests that one might try to get the same result from spell-out effects. For
instance, we might propose that an anaphor bound by a 1st-person element will
always be spelled out as naan, rather than ta(a)n, because the former is more highly
specified featurally. However, in precisely the monstrous agreement cases, we have
a 1st-person element in [Spec, PerspP] binding the anaphor and yet, this anaphor
is spelled out as ta(a)n, not naan. One might try to get out of this quandary by
proposing that naan can only spell out a 1st-person feature that is evaluated against
the utterance context (regardless of how this might be implemented). However, this
would have to be further supplemented by a condition stating that other 1st-person
features can only be evaluated against non-utterance contexts. In other words, a 1st-
person feature that is underspecified with respect to its context of evaluation cannot
exist. Furthermore, both kinds of 1st-person feature would have to trigger the same
agreement, thus cannot be made to be fully disjoint. Such a solution is thus technically
possible but, by this point, all its initial promises of elegance and simplicity are long
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the so-called “well behaved” Kaplanian indexicals like naan and nii in
Tamil and their counterparts in English – that are positively specified
with respect to the utterance context. This shows that the utterance
context is in some sense always “present” – thus can be made reference
to – though it may well not be syntactically represented the same way
as the intensional context is. Indeed, robust evidence from anaphoric
patterns crosslinguistically suggests that many (perhaps most) anaphors
are negatively specified in the same way as ta(a)n.

Note, incidentally, that while my analysis of ta(a)n may be initially
reminiscent of a Schlenkerian one (Schlenker 2003b) in its use of nega-
tive specification for the utterance context, there is a crucial difference.
Under Schlenker’s analysis ta(a)n would be specified to denote a partici-
pant (specifically the speaker) of a non-utterance context. I am, however,
claiming that ta(a)n is specified not to refer to a participant of the ut-
terance context. There is an important difference in the scope of the
negation in each, which may be modelled as below:

(419) Schlenker’s version:
!taan"c,g = P articipant(¬UtteranceContext)

(420) My version:
!taan"c,g = ¬P articipant(UtteranceContext)

In other words, under Schlenker’s system, ta(a)n would be treated as
an obligatorily shifted indexical (since an indexical, defined in the Ka-
planian sense, is a participant of a Kaplanian context). I.e. it must be
a participant but not of the utterance context. For me, however, there
is no requirement that it be a participant at all, even of the intensional
context. And in fact, it may be explicitly specified not to be a participant
of the utterance context.

The logical space where the two approaches make distinct predictions
is in structures where the antecedent of ta(a)n is a non-participant of the
intensional context or if, indeed, there is no intensional context repre-
sented in the local domain of ta(a)n. Schlenker’s system predicts that
ta(a)n should be infelicitous in such cases whereas my analysis predicts
that it should be licit (as long as independent conditions on its reference
are met, of course). The sentences below show, however, that ta(a)n is
perfectly licit in such environments:

gone.
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(421) Seethai

Seetha[nom]
[CP Ramanj

Raman[nom]
[CP taani

anaph[nom]
kaíí-æ
toddy-acc

kuãi-
drink-

čč-aaí-ŭnnŭ]
pst-3fsg-comp

Krishnan-kiúúæ
Krishnan-all

so-nn-aapoõŭdŭ]
told-when

tuuŋg-in-aaí.
sleep-pst-3fsg

“Seethai slept [CP while Ramanj said [CP that shei drank the
toddy.]]”

(422) Seethai

Seetha[nom]
[CP taani

anaph[nom]
kaíí-æ
toddy-acc

kuãi-čč-adŭ-
drink-pst-3nsg-

naalæ]
because

tuuŋg-in-aaí.
sleep-pst-3fsg

“Seethai slept [CP because she had drunk the toddy.]”

In (421), we see long-distance binding of subject ta(a)n across a tempo-
ral CP adjunct. However, this adjunct contains a speech predicate which
then selects the innermost CP containing ta(a)n. In other words, the CP
containing ta(a)n must have a Speech-ActP which holds information per-
taining to the intensional context associated with soll. Both the speaker
and hearer of this intensional context are represented in the intermediary
clause – by Raman and Krishnan, respectively. However, ta(a)n doesn’t
refer to either in this sentence – it refers instead to Seetha who is not a
participant of any context (utterance or intensional). In (422), there is
no intensional context represented in the ta(a)n clause at all. The em-
bedded CP containing the anaphor is a causal adjunct and there is no
intensional predicate in the entire sentence. Here again, ta(a)n is per-
fectly licit – anteceded by Seetha which doesn’t denote a participant of
any context.

I will assume therefore that the analysis that ta(a)n is negatively
specified with respect to the utterance context is the correct one. As
for the implementation, one could, for instance, attempt to do it in the
syntax, via the presence of a (semantically) negative feature on ta(a)n
– see for instance Harbour (2011) for independent arguments in favor of
negatively specified syntactic features. But this seems too strong, espe-
cially since there is no reason to assume that the utterance context is
itself syntactically represented – its relevance doesn’t seem to be subject
to Minimality restrictions, for instance. I will therefore assume, sim-
ply, that the negative specification for the utterance context is encoded
in the denotation of ta(a)n and filters out unwanted mappings by the
assignment function, at LF (as described in the previous section).

This completes our discussion of the formal featural properties of the
key players in Tamil monstrous and non-monstrous agreement paradigms
under subject ta(a)n. Table (12.1) provides a sample of possible feature-
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Table 12.1: Sample feature representations of key elements
Element Feature-bundle
Spec, Speech-ActP D
Spec, PerspP [Dep: x, p: 3, num: sg, g: f, D]
Anaphor (ta(a)n) [Dep: , p: , num: , g: , D]
T [p: , num: , g: ]
Antecedent (Raman) [p: 3, num: sg, g: m, D]

specifications for the main linguistic elements in our analysis. We are
now ready to proceed to a step-by-step derivation of the monstrous and
non-monstrous agreement structures in Tamil.

12.3.5 Step-by-step derivation of monstrous agree-
ment

Consider the sentence below (repeated from (409)):

(423) Krishnani

Krishnan[nom]
[CP Ramanj

Raman[nom]
[CP taani

anaph[nom]
paris-æ
prize-acc

Ãej-čč-een-nnŭ]
win-pst-1sg-comp

so-nn-aan-nnŭ]
say-pst-3msg-comp

kaïãŭpiãi-tt-aan.
saw-pst-3msg

“Krishnani saw [CP that Ramanj said [CP that hej won the prize.]]”

The antecedent of ta(a)n is Raman which is the agent of the speech
predicate that selects the ta(a)n-clause. The agreement tracks this an-
tecedent and is marked 1sg – in other words, the agreement is “mon-
strous”.

Let us now derive this paradigm. As usual, the only clause where any
syntactic “action” happens is the clause containing ta(a)n. This clause
has the following tree structure after Agree and before being shipped off
to LF and PF:6

6As before, I underline features that have been valued as a result of Agree – this
is, of course, purely a visual mnemonic for ease of understanding and should not be
interpreted as a featural diacritic in the syntax.
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(424) V’

CP<e,<s,t>>

CP<s,t>

Speech-ActP

Spec

DP
[d]

Speech-Act’

. . .

PerspP

Spec

Op
[Dep: y, p: 1, num: sg ]

Persp’

TP

DP

taan
[Dep: y, p: 1, num: sg]

T’

vP T

-een
[p: 1, num: sg]

Persp

. . .

Speech-Act
λxλc.Speaker(x)(c)

C

nnŭ
(comp)

1

V

soll
(say)

The Agree relation between ta(a)n and the operator in [Spec, PerspP]
is exactly as described for various long-distance binding structures in
Parts I and II. ta(a)n probes up its phase to get its Dep feature valued.
The closest Goal with a valued Dep feature is the operator in [Spec,
PerspP] which values the Dep-feature on ta(a)n as [Dep: y]. In the
meantime, the embedded T head starts out with unvalued φ-features and
cannot get these valued by its clausemate subject because the φ-features
on ta(a)n are not valued either. ta(a)n and T enter into a feature-sharing
relationship, and keep probing to get their φ-features valued. They get
these features valued by the pronominal operator in [Spec, PersP] which
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is the minimally closest element with valued φ-features. This operator
happens to be born with 1sg φ-features in this case, so it values the φ-
features on T as such. At PF, these agreement features on T get spelled
out as -een. At LF, the matching Dep-values on ta(a)n and the operator
in [Spec, PerspP] will result in the latter binding the former (by virtue
of asymmetrically c-commanding it). The assignment function g will
ultimately treat these two linguistic elements as a unit for the purposes
of reference assignment because it will simply map their common Dep-
value onto a single entity in the evaluation context.

How do the two linguistic elements end up getting mapped onto Ra-
man, rather than Krishnan in (423)? This is where the DP in [Spec,
Speech-ActP] enters the picture. Recall that this DP is obligatorily con-
trolled by the agent of the selecting speech predicate, thus must denote
Raman. Furthermore, Raman will be identified as the speaker of the
intensional context introduced by this verb and represented in Speech-
ActP. The 1st-person feature on the operator in [Spec, PerspP] will in-
troduce the presupposition that it must denote the speaker of its context
of evaluation. As we have seen, the operator itself is underspecified with
respect to which context it is interpreted against – thus, it may in theory
be evaluated against the utterance context or the intensional one. If the
former, it will denote the speaker of the utterance context. Since ta(a)n
has the same Dep-value this means that ta(a)n will also denote this en-
tity. However, at this point the derivation will crash because ta(a)n is
explicitly specified not to refer to the speaker (or hearer) of the utter-
ance context. The only choice is that the operator and ta(a)n denote
the speaker of the intensional context. This indeed is what happens –
the 1st-person agreement under ta(a)n which tracks this antecedent thus
looks “monstrous”.7

12.3.6 Step-by-step derivation of non-monstrous agree-
ment

What if the operator in [Spec, Persp-P] didn’t happen to have 1sg φ-
features, but something else, like 3msg, as in (425) below?

7In other words, agreement, being a purely morphosyntactic phenomenon, is itself
blind to the interpretive properties of 1st-person, such as which context it is evaluated
against. Thus, there is nothing monstrous about the agreement per se – this is just a
surface instantiation of the indexical shift that happens elsewhere in the clause.
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(425) V’

CP<e,<s,t>>

CP<s,t>

Speech-ActP

Spec

DP
[d]

Speech-Act’

. . .

PerspP

Spec

Op
[Dep: y, p: 3, g: m, num: sg ]

Persp’

TP

DP

taan
[Dep: y, p: 3, g: m, num: sg]

T’

vP T

-aan
[p: 3, g: m, num: sg]

Persp

. . .

Speech-Act
λxλc.Speaker(x)(c)

C

nnŭ
(comp)

1

V

soll
(say)

The tree structure above represents the embedded CP of the following
sentence:

(426) Krishnani

Krishnan[nom]
[CP Ramanj

Raman[nom]
[CP taan{i,j}

anaph[nom]
paris-æ
prize-acc

Ãej-čč-aan-nnŭ]
win-pst-3msg-comp

so-nn-aan-nnŭ]
say-pst-3msg-comp

kaïãŭpiãi-tt-aan.
saw-pst-3msg

“Krishnani saw [CP that Ramanj said [CP that he{i,j} won the
prize.]]”

As (426) shows, the antecedent of ta(a)n is actually ambiguous in this
case, since both Krishnan and Raman are potential antecedents. As far as
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the syntax is concerned, there is no difference in the derivation, regardless
of which DP the intended antecedent is. This is because both Raman and
Krishnan have the same φ-features – thus the agreement under ta(a)n
will be 3msg regardless of which one ultimately gets chosen as the actual
antecedent.

The syntactic derivation proceeds in the following manner. The oper-
ator in [Spec, PerspP] is born with the features 3msg. The embedded T
head and ta(a)n have entered into a feature-sharing relationship for their
unvalued φ-features, just as described for the monstrous agreement struc-
ture above. The operator simultaneously values these φ-features on both
ta(a)n and embedded T. At PF, this 3msg agreement on T is spelled
out as: -aan. ta(a)n is also a probe for its unvalued Dep-feature: this
also gets valued by the Dep-feature on the operator in [Spec, PerspP], as
[Dep: y]. At LF, the operator binds ta(a)n, thus ensuring that the two
elements denote the same entity in the evaluation context. As far as the
operator is concerned, the evaluation context may be either the context
of utterance or the intensional context associated with the immediately
superordinate speech predicate.

If the intensional context is picked, the 3rd-person feature on the
operator will introduce the presupposition that it does not denote the
speaker or hearer of this context. This means that the Dep-value on the
operator and ta(a)n may not denote Raman who is the speaker of the
intensional context. Thus, the only alternative is that [Dep: y] is mapped
to Krishnan. In this case, we get the effect of linguistic antecedence by
the matrix subject Krishnan. If the utterance context is chosen as the
context of evaluation, however, the 3rd-person feature on the operator
and ta(a)n will introduce the presuppositional constraint that they may
not denote the speaker or hearer of the utterance context. In this case,
both Raman and Krishnan qualify, because neither is the speaker (or
hearer) of the utterance context. In this case, speaker-intent and other
discourse-pragmatic factors must decide which individual gets picked. If
Krishnan gets chosen, we have the effect of antecedence by Krishnan; if
Raman gets chosen, we have the effect of linguistic antecedence by the
intermediate subject Raman.

12.3.7 Step-by-step derivation of deictic reference
under say

We saw earlier that certain elements remain stubbornly indexical in the
Kaplanian sense even when there are quantified over by an intensional
context. We have seen that naan (I) and nii (you) are two such elements
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in Tamil, as illustrated by the sentences below (repeated from (415) and
(416)):

(427) Raman
Raman[nom]

[CP naan
I[nom]

paris-æ
prize-acc

Ãej-čč-een-nnŭ]
win-pst-1sg-comp

so-nn-aan.
say-pst-3msg

“Raman said [CP that I had won the prize.]”
!I"c,g = Speaker of the utterance context

(428) Raman
Raman[nom]

Krishnan-kiúúæ
Krishnan-all

[CP nii
you[nom]

paris-æ
prize-acc

Ãej-čč-
win-pst-

aaj-ŭnnŭ]
2sg-comp

so-nn-aan.
say-pst-3msg

“Raman told Krishnan [CP that you had won the prize.]”
!you"c,g = Hearer of the utterance context.

To derive this, I propose that naan and nii are prespecified to be
evaluated only against the context of utterance – just as in Schlenker
(2003b). I.e. I posit that these elements have the following Schlenkerian
denotations for rigid Kaplanian indexicals:8

(429) Denotations for naan and nii:

Rigid 1st-person indexical:
!naan"c,g = !xi + Speaker ∗ (xi)"c,g = s(xi) ∧ δ(g(xi) is
Speaker(c*)).
for c* = utterance context;
Speaker* = Speaker(UtteranceContext)

Rigid 2nd-person indexical:
!nii"c,g = !xi+Hearer∗(xi)"c,g = s(xi) ∧ δ(g(xi) is Hearer(c*)).
for c* = utterance context;
Hearer* = Hearer(UtteranceContext)

The embedded CP in (427) has the following tree structure:

8Schlenker uses the terms Author and Addressee. I have changed these to Speaker
and Hearer for reasons of consistency with the previous discussion. Nothing crucial
rests on this change, however.
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(430) V’

CP<e,<s,t>>

CP<s,t>

Speech-ActP

Spec

DP
[d]

Speech-Act’

. . .

PerspP

Spec

Op
[Dep: z, p: 3, g: f, num: sg ]

Persp’

TP

DP

naan
[p: 1, num: sg]

T’

vP T

-een
[p: 1, num: sg]

Persp

. . .

Speech-Act
λxλc.Speaker(x)(c)

C

nnŭ
(comp)

1

V

soll
(say)

In the syntax, the T head starts out with unvalued φ-features as usual
and probes towards its clausemate subject to get these features valued.
However, in this case, this subject is not the anaphor ta(a)n which also
has unvalued φ-features but the deictic 1st-person indexical naan which
does have inherently specified φ-features, as indicated. This subject will
straightforwardly value the φ-features on this T head as 1sg which gets
spelled out as -een, at PF. The T head doesn’t “see” the φ-features
on the operator in [Spec, PerspP] at all – so, the φ-features on Dep
may be different from those on T, just as indicated. The CP in (430)
has a Speech-ActP due to the selectional properties of the immediately
superordinate speech predicate soll (say); thus, the intensional context
is syntactically represented in this CP. The operator in [Spec, PerspP]
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may thus be evaluated against the utterance context or the intensional
one, just as described before. Its Dep-value will be mapped onto one
of the individuals of this evaluation context listed in the range of the
assignment function at LF; this is the individual whose perspective the
embedded CP will report. The DP that linguistically represents this
individual must have 3fsg features as well. However, none of this is
overtly represented in the sentence above because there is no anaphor
that needs to be bound.

At LF, the denotation of naan will be as given under (429) above.
Thus, although the intensional context is available as a potential context
of evaluation, naan may not be interpreted against it. naan is evaluated
against the utterance context instead (which, as we have consistently
claimed, is special in that it is available at LF) and thus deictically de-
notes the speaker of the utterance context, i.e. me, Sandhya. The moral
of this story is that the intensional context is only available as a po-
tential context of evaluation in specialized syntactico-semantic environ-
ments, but the utterance context is always available – although, unlike
the intensional context, it is probably not syntactically represented, thus
is presumably accessible only at LF.

12.4 Default agreement under ta(a)n in in-
tensional contexts

There is one potential loose end that must be tied up. Consider the
sentence below:

(431) Maya
Maya[nom]

[CP tana-kkŭ
anaph-dat

Krishnan-æ
Krishnan-acc

piãi-tt-adŭ-nnŭ]
like-pst-3nsg-comp

so-nn-aaí.
say-pst-3fsg

“Mayai said [CP that she{i,∗j} liked Krishnan].”

The embedded CP containing ta(a)n in subject position is evaluated
against the intensional context introduced by the matrix speech predicate
soll (say). ta(a)n itself is anteceded by the agent of this immediately
superordinate speech predicate. And yet, the agreement under ta(a)n
is marked 3nsg. This is default agreement – as shown by its invariance
under plurally marked ta(a)n (432); furthermore, the agreement may not
be monstrous, as shown in (433):9

9The agreement may not be 3fsg either, to match those on Maya.
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(432) Pasaŋ-gaí
boys-pl.nom

[CP taŋ-gaí-ŭkkŭ
anaph-pl-dat

Krishnan-æ
Krishnan-acc

piãi-tt-adŭ-
like-pst-3nsg-

nnŭ]
comp

so-nn-aaŋ-gaí.
say-pst-3pl

“The boysi said [CP that they{i,∗j} liked Krishnan].”
(433) * Maya

Maya[nom]
[CP tana-kkŭ

anaph-dat
Krishnan-æ
Krishnan-acc

piãi-tt-een-nnŭ]
like-pst-1sg-comp

so-nn-aaí.
say-pst-3fsg

“Mayai said [CP that she{i,∗j} liked Krishnan].” (Intended)

How do we account for this? First of all, notice that piãi (like) in
Tamil always takes a “quirky” dative subject (431)– a point that was
discussed independently in the context of the koí-discussion in Part II.
Furthermore, verbs with quirky dative subjects in Tamil always trigger
default 3nsg agreement on the verb, independent of whether they are
embedded under a speech predicate. It is also independent of whether
their subject is an anaphor or not, thus is not an instantiation of the
AAE:

(434) Seetha-vŭkkŭ
Seetha-dat

Krishnan-æ
Krishnan-acc

piãi-tt-adŭ.
like-pst-3nsg

“Seetha liked Krishnan.”

These facts show that the default agreement on the verb is really a dif-
ferent type of agreement. It seems to be a direct and exhaustive function
of whether the subject is marked dative or not. A potential reason for
why dative-marked subjects don’t trigger normal agreement might have
to do with them being externally merged higher in the clausal structure
(Adger and Ramchand 2005). Recall that we suggested precisely this in
our discussion of experiencer dative subjects in psych-predicate con-
structions, in Part II. How default agreement is precisely derived is a
matter of lively debate in the literature: with respect to the current dis-
cussion, what matters is that having default agreement under a speech-
predicate in Tamil is not problematic for the analysis being developed
here.

In fact, this type of data supports a particular point of the analysis,
namely the idea that the T head under subject ta(a)n doesn’t directly
Agree for φ-features with the operator in [Spec, PerspP] – rather, it is
mediated by ta(a)n which must thus itself have φ-featural attributes. If
there were a direct relationship between embedded T and the operator in
[Spec, PerspP] – there would be no reason to expect monstrous agreement
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to fail in a sentence like (431). The fact that monstrous agreement does
fail, however, shows that the T head “sees” the dative marking on ta(a)n.

12.5 Deriving microvariation

The focus of this third series of chapters has been a dialect of Tamil that
is spoken by a predominant subset of native speakers, myself included.
But this is just one of (at least) four major dialects in Tamil. My survey
of indexical shift and long-distance binding paradigms amongst native
speakers of Tamil yielded the interesting result that there is systematic
microvariation with respect to the availability and distribution of mon-
strous agreement structures. Based on standard deviation- and weighted
average values for grammaticality judgments of the relevant sentences,
four major dialects could be discerned. These may be organized in terms
of increasing restrictiveness with respect to monstrous agreement, as fol-
lows:

Dialect 1: It is possible to get monstrous agreement under not just
speech predicates like soll (say) but under certain other classes
of propositional predicate, like nene (think) and kaïãŭpiãi (dis-
cover).

Dialect 2: Monstrous agreement occurs only under speech predicates,
but it is optional. When it does not obtain, the agreement on the
clausemate verb of subject ta(a)n matches the φ-features on the
antecedent of ta(a)n. This is my dialect, which has been the focus
of this series of chapters.

Dialect 3: Monstrous agreement always and only obtains under a propo-
sitional speech predicate like soll (say). There is no optionality.

Dialect 4: No monstrous agreement is possible at all (for a proper sub-
set of these speakers, no agreement obtains in embedded clauses at
all).

Below, I present the broad strokes of these various micro-grammars
and show that these differences may be easily accommodated within the
broader analysis being developed here with just a few tweaks to the an-
alytic details. More detailed fieldwork must be undertaken to uncover
the evidence required to properly study and derive these dialectal differ-
ences. As such, the information below is to be understood in the nature
of preliminary evidence on the subject.
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12.5.1 Dialect 1: optional monstrous agreement un-
der speech and (certain) non-speech verbs

For the speakers of this dialect, monstrous agreement is optionally possi-
ble, not just under propositional speech-predicates like soll (say), but
also under other types of propositional predicate, like the evaluative
verb nene (think), and the perception predicate kaïãŭpiãi (find.out).
Thus, for these speakers, the following monstrous agreement sentences
are all grammatical:

(435) Ramani

Raman[nom]
[CP taan{i,∗j}

anaph[nom]i
Ãej-pp-een-nnŭ]
win-fut-1sg-comp

nene-tt-aan.
think-pst-3msg

“Ramani thought [CP that he{i,∗j} would win.]”
(436) Seethai

Seetha[nom]
[CP taan{i,∗j}

anaph[nom]i
Ãej-pp-een-nnŭ]
win-fut-1sg-comp

kaïãŭpiãi-
find.out-

tt-aaí.
pst-3fsg

“Seethai found out [CP that she{i,∗j} would win.]”

This type of variation can be easily encoded as a function of system-
atic differences in the selectional properties of these verbs across different
speakers. For speakers like me who cannot (very easily) get monstrous
agreement under non-speech propositional verbs (like nene (think)), we
have proposed that such a verb selects a smaller complement that, in
particular, does not include a projection for a Speech-ActP. Since the
Speech-ActP has been argued to be the only phrase that is capable of
locally hosting information pertaining to the intensional context, this in
turn means that an intensional context will never be represented in the
complement of such a verb.

For speakers of Dialect 1 who do allow monstrous agreement under
non-speech verbs like nene (think) and kaïãŭpiãi (discover), we must
therefore propose that the complements of these verbs are large enough
to host a Speech-ActP. As such, the operator in the specifier of Speech-
ActP hosts contextual features that are associated with the immediately
superordinate verbs, think and find out in (435) and (436), respec-
tively. The 3msg feature on the operator in [Spec, Persp-P] in (435 and
the 3fsg feature on this operator in (436) will thus be evaluated, not
against the utterance context, but relative to the contexts introduced
by nene (think) and kaïãŭpiãi (find.out), respectively. Monstrous
agreement is derived in the manner described for sentences like (423)
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above.
What we are claiming, in a more intuitive sense, is that think and

discover mean something slightly different for these people – a differ-
ence that has the structural repercussions described above.

12.5.2 Dialect 2: Optional monstrous agreement only
under speech predicates

This is the dialect that has been the focus of this series of chapters. In the
grammar we have been describing, both monstrous and non-monstrous
agreement obtain under the scope of a speech predicate like soll (say).
However, only non-monstrous agreement obtains under other types of
predicate:

(437) Under speech predicates:

a. Mayai

Maya[nom]
[CP taan{i,∗j}

anaph[nom]
paris-æ
prize-acc

Ãej-čč-een-ŭnnŭ
win-pst-1sg-comp

so-nn-aaí]
say-pst-3fsg

“Mayai said [CP that she{i,∗j} had won the prize].”
b. Mayai

Maya[nom]
[CP taan{i,∗j}

anaph[nom]
paris-æ
prize-acc

Ãej-čč-aaí-ŭnnŭ
win-pst-3fsg-comp

so-nn-aaí]
say-pst-3fsg

“Mayai said [CP that she{i,∗j} had won the prize].”
(438) Under non-speech predicates:

a. * Mayai

Maya[nom]
[CP taan{i,∗j}

anaph[nom]
paris-æ
prize-acc

Ãej-čč-een-ŭnnŭ
win-pst-1sg-comp

nene-čč-aaí]
think-pst-3fsg

“Mayai thought [CP that she{i,∗j} had won the prize].”
(Intended)

b. Mayai

Maya[nom]
[CP taan{i,∗j}

anaph[nom]
paris-æ
prize-acc

Ãej-čč-aaí-
win-pst-3fsg-

ŭnnŭ
comp

nene-čč-aaí]
think-pst-3fsg

“Mayai thought [CP that she{i,∗j} had won the prize].”

We have modelled this by proposing that the Speech-ActP that may
host information, pertaining to the intensional context introduced by
say, within the ta(a)n clause is only introduced by speech predicates.
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The optionality between monstrous and non-monstrous agreement under
a speech predicate obtains from the underspecification on the context of
evalution for the operator in [Spec, PerspP] in the ta(a)n-clause which
ensures that it may be interpreted relative to the context of utterance or
the intensional context introduced by a selecting speech predicate.

12.5.3 Dialect 3: obligatory monstrous agreement
under say

For speakers of this dialect, the following bi-conditional relationship be-
tween speech predicates and monstrous agreement under subject ta(a)n,
holds:

Speech predicate ↔ Monstrous agreement

In other words, for speakers of this dialect, monstrous agreement only
obtains under speech predicates, just as described for Dialect 2 above.
However, unlike the speakers of Dialect 2, speakers of this dialect always
get monstrous agreement under speech predicates. This is illustrated
below:

(439) Under speech predicates:

a. Mayai

Maya[nom]
[CP taan{i,∗j}

anaph[nom]
paris-æ
prize-acc

Ãej-čč-een-
win-pst-1sg-

ŭnnŭ
comp

so-nn-aaí].
say-pst-3fsg

“Mayai said [CP that she{i,∗j} had won the prize].”
b. * Mayai

Maya[nom]
[CP taan{i,∗j}

anaph[nom]
paris-æ
prize-acc

Ãej-čč-aaí-
win-pst-3fsg-

ŭnnŭ
comp

so-nn-aaí]
say-pst-3fsg

“Mayai said [CP that she{i,∗j} had won the prize].”
(Intended)

(440) Under non-speech predicates:

a. * Mayai

Maya[nom]
[CP taan{i,∗j}

anaph[nom]
paris-æ
prize-acc

Ãej-čč-een-
win-pst-1sg-

ŭnnŭ
comp

nene-čč-aaí].
think-pst-3fsg

“Mayai thought [CP that she{i,∗j} had won the prize].”
(Intended)
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b. Mayai

Maya[nom]
[CP taan{i,∗j}

anaph[nom]
paris-æ
prize-acc

Ãej-čč-aaí-
win-pst-3fsg-

ŭnnŭ
comp

nene-čč-aaí].
think-pst-3fsg

“Mayai thought [CP that she{i,∗j} had won the prize].”

Limiting monstrous agreement to the scope of speech predicates isn’t
an issue of course – we would simply say, like we have for speakers of Di-
alect 2, that speech predicates are the only ones in this grammar that are
capable of selecting a complement that is large enough to host a Speech-
ActP, and, by extension, an intensional context. Monstrous agreement
in this dialect would obtain when the operator in [Spec, PerspP] in the
propositional complement of a speech predicate is born with a 1st-person
feature and thereby denotes the speaker of the context of evaluation
(which must be the intensional context in this case since ta(a)n may
not refer to the speaker of the utterance context). Being 1st-person, it
straightforwardly triggers 1st-person agreement on the embedded T head
under ta(a)n – this agreement tracks the antecedent of ta(a)n, and is thus
interpreted as being monstrous.

The difficulty has to do with capturing the idea that monstrous agree-
ment is the only one that obtains in this situation. In Dialect 2, we ar-
gued that non-monstrous agreement obtains under ta(a)n in the scope of
a speech predicate (as in (437b)) when the operator in [Spec, PerspP] is
evaluated against the utterance context, instead of the intensional one.
This option must be ruled out for speakers of Dialect 3. A possible way
to do this would be to claim that the operator in [Spec, PerspP] must be
evaluated against the minimally closest context. This will ensure that,
whenever the intensional context is represented in its local Speech-ActP,
it will end up being evaluated against this, and not against the utterance
context. The 3rd-person agreement would then introduce the presuppo-
sition that the operator is not the speaker or the hearer of the intensional
context; this would clash with the intended antecedence by the speaker
of the intensional context, as in (437b), essentially ruling out such a
configuration.

The difference between Dialects 2 and 3 is that, all else being equal,
the former places the intensional and utterance context as equally qual-
ified contenders for the context of evaluation. The latter, however, is
sensitive to a principled distinction between the two contexts, namely
that the intensional one is structurally represented in a designated po-
sition in the hierarchy whereas the latter is not. Notions of minimality
may thus pertain to the former, but never the latter.
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12.5.4 Dialect 4: Monstrous agreement is impossi-
ble under all verbs

For speakers with this dialect, monstrous agreement is impossible under
ta(a)n in all structural environments:

(441) Under speech predicates:

a. * Mayai

Maya[nom]
[CP taan{i,∗j}

anaph[nom]
paris-æ
prize-acc

Ãej-čč-een-ŭnnŭ
win-pst-1sg-comp

so-nn-aaí]
say-pst-3fsg

“Mayai said [CP that she{i,∗j} had won the prize].”

(442) Under non-speech predicates:

a. * Mayai

Maya[nom]
[CP taan{i,∗j}

anaph[nom]
paris-æ
prize-acc

Ãej-čč-een-ŭnnŭ
win-pst-1sg-comp

nene-čč-aaí]
think-pst-3fsg

“Mayai thought [CP that she{i,∗j} had won the prize].” (In-
tended)

This is similar to the case with English. Given that we have been deriving
microvaration as a function of the selectional properties of propositional
predicates, this in turn means that, for such speakers, the complements of
such predicates always lack a Speech-ActP projection. In other words, an
intensional-context is never represented in such clauses and all indexicals
are evaluated against the utterance context – i.e. indexical shift does not
obtain.

An alternative would be to claim, adopting a proposal by Ritter and
Wiltschko (2009), that languages differ in terms of whether the anchoring
to the utterance context is done via P erson, T ime, World or Location.
The dialects that allow monstrous agreement would anchor in terms of
P erson, yielding the possibility of indexical shift for person, while dialect
4, which does not allow monstrous agreement, would anchor in terms of
one of the other coordinates. This would make the prediction that dialect
4 should show signs of shift along this other dimension. I discuss this
option more generally as a source of crosslinguistic variation in indexical
shift patterns, in Part IV.
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12.6 Conclusion and outlook

We have studied an intriguing phenomenon that involves the convergence
of shifted indexicality, anaphora, and verbal agreement in a single sen-
tence. By disentangling the contributions of the various components of
this sentence, we have shown that there is a crucial syntactic aspect to
indexical shift which has hitherto received primarily semantic analyses.
We have illustrated that speech predicates really are special and differ
from all other types of predicate, including other types of intensional
verb. By modelling this uniqueness in terms of a cartographic hierar-
chy of propositional complement size, we have been able to explain and
predict where indexical shift obtains in Tamil. We have also had the op-
portunity to investigate the nature of the relationship between anaphora
and agreement – a phenomenon that has not been properly understood
in the literature. We have been able to show that even when ta(a)n is
itself in subject position, it does not itself trigger agreement, even when
it might seem to. This is because the agreement is in fact tracking the
antecedent of ta(a)n, or, more precisely, the operator in the perspectival
center in its phase. This has provided an independent source of evidence
for the two-step binding model that has been developed in this disser-
tation and in particular for the syntactic step involving the operator in
[Spec, PerspP].

We have also seen that a given language may have both optionally
shifting and rigidly unshifting indexicals, even within the same modality
(person, time, world, or location) of contextual evaluation. For instance,
under the analysis proposed here, when the operator in [Spec, PerspP] is
born with a 1st-person feature, it represents an indexical that is under-
specified with respect to its context of evaluation. I.e., it is an optionally
shifting indexical, descriptively speaking. In contrast, the 1sg indexical
naan is a rigid indexical in the Kaplanian sense: it is specified to be eval-
uated relative to the utterance context. Note that this is not a strange
claim to make. Shifting and unshifting indexicals are simultaneously at-
tested in many languages. This shows that Anand (2006)’s claim that
the choice of whether a particular type of indexical (person, temporal,
modal, etc) is shifting or not is parametrically “set” for a given language
is too restrictive: even within a particular dimension, more than one type
of indexical may be empirically attested.

Some outstanding questions remain. It is, for instance, unclear how to
model the difference between the utterance context and the type of rich
intensional index (which we have been labelling the intensional context)
that speech predicates have been seen to introduce. That there is an
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ontological difference between the two is clear, however. For instance, we
have seen that even in monstrous agreement structures which, we have
proposed, involve the representation of an intensional context, the utter-
ance context must, at some level, still be available. This is because both
ta(a)n and naan are able to make reference to it – the former, to ensure
that it does not refer to a Participant of the utterance context and the
latter to ensure that it does refer to the Speaker of the utterance context.
It doesn’t make sense to say that the utterance context is syntactically
represented since we would then expect it to interact in familiar structural
ways with the intentional context (in monstrous agreement structures),
leading to Minimality effects. That is, we might predict that one of the
contexts will always take precedence over the other for the interpretation
of all elements within a particular clause. However, such structural inter-
ference effects don’t obtain – rather, monstrous agreement constructions
in Tamil show that both the utterance and intensional contexts must
be made available to different elements in the clause. In other words,
the utterance context is grammatically available, but at a different level
of the grammar (presumably at LF), whereas the intensional context is
featurally represented in the Narrow Syntax – confirming the Kaplanian
intuition that the type of meaning introduced by intensional operators is
intrinsically different from that introduced by contextual ones.

macs


